Purity of Heart
December 17, 1970

Do you meditate now?
Suppose I say yes or no, how will it help you? Look here, an actor
acts in all phases of life on the stage. His nature has become centered in
acting. When you develop would you not like to dip into the sea of immortality? We can. Even outside, Master's inner vision is wide awake.
Even while working outside, he's enjoying. That comes in due course.
Once Ramakrishna Paramhansa-perhaps you have heard his name
-the guru of Swami Vivekananda, had one plate full of honey. He
said, "Well, look here, Vivekananda, if you were a bee, from which side
would you eat this honey?" He replied, "Well, I would eat from the
corner." "Okay, why?" He says, "I'm afraid my wings would get entangled and would get stuck. Then I would drown." Ramakrishna
told him, "Well, it is a sea of immortality; plunge headlong into it.
You won't die." So develop that vision all around. Man is in the make
but that's the ultimate goal. I also like to cut off from outside and enjoy fully but I'm only a puppet working in the hands of God, you see;
His Grace working. So as you are enjoying this, I also enjoy. He is in
you. You follow me, what I mean to say? Even if you get for only a few
minutes, dip into it. It is all an ocean of intoxication. Is there any place
where God is not? Is there any place where God is not? It is all His apparition, you might say. All this came into being from one Word of
His. ' I am One and wish to be many.' It is all His expression. When the
inner eye is open, then naturally you enjoy. A fish is in the water and
asks where is water. He becomes conscious only when he is in the
water. Our very life is water. May I give you an example? There are so
many insects here, in this atmosphere, which you cannot see now
because they are more etherialized; we are not at that level. If you see
through a microscope, that magnifies-700 times more than it is. The
tiny things which are not visible to us, can be seen as insects. When
your inner eye is open, you see Him outside, inside. Like a fish you enjoy. Don't you follow? So that can be had. That is the fate of
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everybody whose inner vision is open. You see Light inside and you see
all is the expression of God. It is all Ringing Radiance going on. Ringing Radiance, I would say. Radiance which gives out ringing. You'll
live like a fish in the water and enjoy even the outer things. That's the
ultimate goal o f this course. This is awaiting each one of you. Little
work has to be done, that's all.
Even at work you enjoy it. We have not written of this finiteness.
Just like a microscope, you see the forms there; when you have got that
single eye open, you see inside and outside also. So, we're all children
of Light. Only we have become indentified with the outer things s o
much so that we have forgotten ourselves. For ages and ages, we have
been identified with these things. Now it is time t o rise above them.
This is the first step. We are light and the same thing within is also light.
But it is denser light, you might say. You'll find out. Strange enough
He's ,here in us and we are in Him and we don't know.
Somebody asked Master, "Well, is there a God?" "Where's God?"
He asked him, "Where is that place where H e is not?" It is all His expression, you see. The ideal man sees Him in everything and everything
in Him, then he's enjoying the Radiance, the Ringing Radiance.
S o the ideal is to become a n ideal man. We are already really men but
we have forgotten; we are identified in the outside s o much so that we
have forgotten ourselves, that's all. You are princes. You are sons of
God. You are micro-Gods; there is n o doubt about it. But unless you
realize it, you should not affect (others), as this is misguidance.
Masters say, God is manifested in them, but never, they never say They
are God. They See and They help others t o See. H e gives them
something to start with, which is to be developed from day to day.
S o That Power never leaves us; we are swimming in Him. that Power
is the very life, just as water is the very life of the fish. When a child
starts to read, in the beginning, he learns A. B. C. D. H e then learns to
just join letters and to read words, then he goes on to learn the lines
from day to day, remembers them, next day he forgets. Again he
remembers, then he becomes adept, and he speaks. I tell you when I
was a very small child, reading in the third primary, one man came u p
and gave a lecture. I looked into his face and thought; from where is he
reading this? I'm telling you my state. Now I see it is a very natural
thing. But in the early stages we wonder how can that be. The Master is
working, digging, doing this and that thing, still H e is in There; how
can that be? It is something like that you see. These things are learnt
only in the company o f a Master. How many things can you write
about? Main things, salient points are given, that's all. S o that is why
the physical presence is important. It gives you 100 times more that you
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get from a book. Maulana Rumi says, "If you sit by a Saint for a n hour
you'll learn more than what you learned in a hundred years of meditation." Because you get everything. You ask questions, you learn and
you have got that Radiance.
So, how can you learn that thing: By silence. One third is given by
word of mouth and two-thirds by radiation, through eyes. I never
questioned my Master throughout my life except one or two questions
of course. "What is the proof that this science shall remain alive after
you?" That was a very impertinent question of course. But still H e
answered, "Yes that will continue, but only to whom I will order." I
simply learned -by sitting, that's all. You learn many things like that.
So, physical presence cannot be underrated. Sit by him in silence;
silence of the heart and mind-No ramifications, no current of thought
running through. Still. You'll have it. Learn many things by radiation.
D o you follow what I mean to say? That becomes a question of receptivity, I would say. You're as good as I am. That very power is within
you. You have not yet directed your attention towards that, that's all.
One Saint said, "Well, how far will you be playing with the dust?"
You are princes. It does not behoove you to be rolling about in the
streets and enjoying only dust. Well, this is the time, man body is the
time in which you can see God. It is already there. You have to become
conscious of It, that's all.
Master?
Yes?
When I'm doing my diaries, the last few days it seems I don't have
much to put down and I felt that can't be possible, that I must not be
looking hard enough.
I would say that's good if you've got nothing. What more d o you
want? When we can put nothing down then it's all right. But, still have
self-introspection. Later you won't need it. O n the way, we still need it,
now and then something creeps up.
When you say "self-introspection, " y o u mean watch everything we
do all day as we're doing it, to see what we're doing?
T o see if you have love for all, n o attachment, no ill-will against
anybody. Naturally if you have n o harsh words, you won't backbite;
you won't call names; you won't strike anybody, is it not so? You feel
and see God in every man, they're all chaste. You see Him in
everybody, you'll love everybody. No hatred. You'll be of service to
others. When you're serving man, you're serving God, then? This is
what you have to come to, is it not? Diary is a blessing, I tell you, for
all. I have been keeping one from my student life, too, you see. Firstly
the number of failures grow more. Don't be afraid of that. It is not
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growing more; it is only that you are now becoming more conscious of
those failures which you are doing. So, don't mind; there may be hundreds. Then weed out. When all failures are shorn, you'll have
blessedness. You'll feel purity. You'll kiss your body. Body is the temple of God. Just as Saint Paul says, "It is not I, not now I, but Christ
lives in me." S o blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God.
Purity means, t o have n o thought other than God. Then? This is true
purity. Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see . . . What is
purity? Not only to be chaste, you see. But not t o have any ill-will, any
hatred. Don't deceive anybody. Don't usurp anybody's rights. Where
you have love, all these things follow. But there's one difference between love and charity. Love begets attachment sometimes. You're
bound. You're caught. But if you have got charity, then? That's the
difference between the two. You now understand what is purity?
Whose heart is pure, in which n o other thought than G o d comes up,
while eating, drinking, sleeping, anywhere. That's the ultimate, you
will have the Ringing Radiance. It is going on already. But s o long as
these ripples are in the mind, in the reservoir of mind, you cannot see
your face. If you are still, you can see your face there. S o these are
things on which you can keep notes. You won't find them given very
clearly in books.
There's something very beautiful in what the Masters say. Blessed
are the pure in heart for they shall see God. S o purity lies in that thing.
In few words, no thought other than God arises within, that's all.
That's it, purity, true purity. When there's otherness also, that is not
sufficient; there is duality.
Master, I've heard of different aspects of your life from childhood
but everything seems to be perfect, something like you have to be
perfect all through life in order to reach God.
Love beautifies everything. When you see through the eyes of Love,
that beautifies; even the darkest thing will appear t o be very beautiful.
But really, man is in the make. Some come as made, some are made
here. This fate awaits everybody. Every Saint has his past and every
sinner a future. If you continue to have only thoughts of God, say for a
few days, you'll feel blessedness. When you eat, thank G o d that you're
remembering. When you go to sleep, all right, "I'm going in Your
Lap." You're not to leave o r go into the wilderness. We have t o learn
swimming in water, not on dry land. T o be aloof, cynic-like, you won't
learn then. That is why in the lives of very great Rishis there were
failures. A cobra o r a snake is very harmless but when you make him
angry?-You must be air-conditioned, that's all.
You mentioned a cobra just now. I live near a river and we get rats to
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come in the house. I would prefer to get them out without killing them,
but I don't know how to do that. Musr I kill them?
Look here, obey the physical laws; abide by the Health Department
instructions, that's all. For instance, rats come, they eat your crop,
then? If you have a lot, give them something. Rats don't usurp; they
want something. They've no homes where they store food. Just try for
a few days. Keep some grain aside in one place. Rats won't run through
your rooms. They will simply go there. They have to eat. Buy, borrow
or steal, what to do? Is it not? Buy, borrow or steal, you don't share
with them. They're also the younger brothers, you see. Rats and reptiles and everybody-we've got it set up like that. If you give them
something; they won't harm you. It is because we reserve ourselves, we
don't like them; we kill them. Still they will buy, borrow or steal, that's
all.
We have fire ants, little ants that sting very bad and they're all over
the garden. I have to poison them.
G o by the instructions of the Health Department. Finish off. For
higher things you have to sacrifice small things. It is a sin to breathe
even, I tell you. We kill so many insects in the air. You trample so many
under feet. Then? How can you be saved by accounting? It is only a
matter of Grace. D o your best and leave the rest. Only don't have
the intent of harming anybody, that's all.
So that's the first qualification if you'd like to meet God. Don't
harm anybody. Harm comes through thought. Through word and
through physical action. Very simple things you see. We have made it
hard to understand.
As for hornets-if you keep some separate thing for them, outside,
they'll go there and won't enter your rooms. Because we don't share,
the same principle works, you see-buy, borrow or?? They d o their
best. How can they live without food? It is a pity. All these creatures
are the members of the family of God, some lower, some higher. You
love everybody, they will love you.
Last night, one man-1 was just told-came from the village to
Manav Kendra. Some dog was barking at him and began biting him.
H e cried. But it is all wilderness-nobody heard. Then he called my
name. "Oh Master, save me." The dog left him. Even the dogs have
the sense for something higher. Why not a man? Last night, the day
before last night, that's the statement of a man who was crying out for
one half hour. Nobody could hear because of the distance. S o I've
asked them to have some guard during the night there from today on.
But he cried for the Master, loudly, and the dog left him. They have got
some sense too. So, we're all brothers and sisters from the reptiles to
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man. All are younger brothers of one family. This ultimately will come
too. "Peace be unto all the world over under Thy Will, O Lord."
In 1948, I was living the other side of the Ganges, in the jungle.
There were scorpions. S o big. They never hurt me, neither did the
snakes. They have senses after all. Why not a man, you see?
You follow what 1 say? Very simple thing. N o philosophy. N o drawing inferences. Hard facts. So, truly speaking, "Blessed are the pure in
heart for they shall see God." They shall see God-where? In and out.
He is already there, you have not t o create Him. Our inner eye is open
t o see, to find. S o you can regain your Godhead day by day. It is there
but we have lost it.
As I told you the other day, a strong man revels in his strength and
the weak man wonders how he got it. You see? Time factor is
necessary. Every man is in the make. Some come as made. They also
become Saints. Others are made here. When a man becomes, a n M.A.,
whether he has got that degree here o r from the past, he is transferred
as a n M.A. to some other department. That makes n o difference. H e is
a n M.A.
Lectures don't give us much. These heart-to-heart talks give you
more-Digest. All these talks, if they're recorded, will be a very helping factor. Very informative. All right, you enjoy your meditations
during the day. It is getting 9:30 now. Time flies away, you see. That's
all right. God bless you all.

Develop All Around
Morning Darshan, December 18, 1970

Sometimes in my meditations I feel afraid; I'm about to break through the
Light.
You see Light. What color?
Bright.
The further thing is to learn to look into the middle of the bright Light not
the whole-That will burst.
Sometimes I feel the Light start to break and I become afraid.
Don't worry, just look into the middle and that will open, break. You'll
pass through-you'll find Master's form at the back. Perhaps you may
think you are dying. You won't die, I'll give you that in writing. Rest
assured that you won't die. But you will learn to die. What is death? It is
only a matter of transference. I have left that place-I am dead there and
alive here. But I'm the same man, am I not? You won't die. Sometimes a
man is afraid, sometimes breathing is involved. If breathing is not involved
or you are not conscious of the body-then there is no fear. If you're conscious of the body-you sometimes are conscious of the breathing going on
and you say, "I'm going to die." So when you sit for meditation consider
you are dying. These outer entanglements won't let you go up. There is
nothing to be afraid of, you see. If you find the Master there, then won't
you be pleased? Won't you be pleased? But you have to take cross daily.
Taking cross daily-what does it mean? Do you know? What is a cross like?
It is just like: [MasteroutstretchesHis arms in a cross-likeposition.] This is a
cross. Take up your cross daily. [Master makes a vertical portion of the
crossgoing up.] You are taking cross, are you not? You are simply carrying
that symbol. That's a symbol. Taking cross daily. It does not say to carry
the cross daily, no. It's not carrying the cross but it is taking the cross. You'll
rise up.
This is what is meant to die while alive. That is why they said, The
Kingdom of God cannot be had by observation, so long as you are outside-observing from outside; it is within you. It is a very glorious thing. It is
joyful. Why don't you go? Why are you afraid? Your attachments outside
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won't let go. You'll have to pay the price: take cross daily, that's all.
But at the same time, 1 a s s u r e y m ~you
, won't die. The reason is that the
Karmic link with which we are bound with the body, called the Silver
Cord; is not broken. Unless that is broken, you cannot leave the body
and go forever. D o you follow this point? Then be joyful. G o and meet
your Lord There.
Mira Bai, a Saint in India, says: "My Beloved is awaiting me, but
you have to take the cross shuli." Shuli means, there is a cross-the
cross is like that. Shuli is like that, learning to rise above. We have t o
sacrifice by coming to the cross. And SEE. If you find your friend
beyond this wall, this hedge, won't you plunge? You will plungethat's all. That is plunging into the Beyond.
Take the case of a child. He's sitting on top of the roof. H e sees his
mother-he plunges. Then, d o you think the mother would let him fall
down? She'll catch him. It is a plunging into the Beyond, that's all.
I think you don't like to meet the Lord within? Yes, Then you must
pay the price. And what is the price? Take cross daily. No money is to
be paid. Take off the dirty clothes and go up. This earth, physical
body, are only the clothes we are wearing, that's all.
In Gita, Lord Krishna says: "We have to change our clothes." Take
this off, then take off the second layer, take off the third layer, then
. . . you are There. S o we are identified with outer forms s o much that
we have forgotten ourselves. You have got the tickets and you don't
like to go t o the other world. It is just like that. Train is waiting for you,
God is giving the train signal, "Hurry up, hurry up, hurry up, hurry up
and you don't even like to entrain yourself? A n airplane leaves only at
the airport, not at any other place. And this is the airport. [Master
points to the region of the third eye.] You have got the ticket. Those
who have been initiated, they have been given a ticket, now it is for you
just to go. You've not t o be anxious or worry, n o effort, nothing.
Simply hear, come in contact. All worries will go. When you put any
filth into the fire, all is burnt. All worries, disappointments,
hopelessness, everything is burnt away when you come in contact. But
we don't like t o remain in the Light- that'^ all.
When Light comes, darkness will go.
Yes, surely. But we don't make the best use of the thing we have got.
This is a privilege you have got. It is said, "One Saint had pity on some
very poor man. He gave him one touch stone, which when rubbed on
any metal, would turn it into gold. H e gave it t o him and said, 'All
right, you have it for one month; make as much gold as you like.' SO he
went to the market to find out the price of iron. 'Oh, it has become
dearer. All right, we will wait, let it become cheaper.' After a few days
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again he went. But the rate went up further. 'This is still very dear.'
Then he would wait. 'It is dear.' He was waiting and waiting for the
metal to become cheaper, but the one month time of allotment was
over. He did not make the best use of this touch stone so now he had to
return it; it became a n ordinary stone."
This is something like we are doing. What d o we have to pay? Leave
off all attachments. That's all. If you cannot leave off all attachments,
come in contact and these will be burnt away. Daily dyings, worldly
worries . . . won't let us go There. We think, "Let these worries be
over then I will go," is it not? This isn't true. These worries will continue until you leave the body. Why not make the best use of that time
now.
You follow me now? Time is passing. Time and tide wait for no
man. Someone brought a horse to a water wheel. When the machine is
going and the wheel goes around, there's noise . . . and water comes
out. H e was standing by that water pump. The man in charge said,
"Why don't you have your horse drink the water?"
"No, when this noise is over, only then will I water the horse." The
man replied, "When the noise is over, there will be no water." S o these
things go on. We never dream this will happen; that we will have to
leave all these things. The only price we have to pay is to take cross daily.
These are different ways of making you understand what is what.
The only thing: you have to come in contact. You have to entrain
yourself at the railway station, or you can sit in the plane at the airport;
not in your streets. You have to go There. You'll cash the check only at
the window. That's the window here. [Masteragain points to His third
eye.] Try some day . . . all worries will leave you. Truly speaking, we
have not realized the value of this Truth we have got. S o fortunate we
are! With all that, still we are worrying, wringing our hands, nodding.
S o I think the course is not difficult. Only we d o not put in regular
time. If, say for one, two, three months you put in whole time . . . cut
off from all outer things-even from your attachments to your body;
you will have It. There's no question of where, it's already there-we
have to invert, that's all. All worries will be over. What is worldliness?
It is when you forget the Lord, that's all. Money, family, other things
are delusion of Maya. Maya is when you forget God.
If you can take cross hundreds of times a day it would be better. The
hanging of the cross-well, this is a symbol to show that you must take
cross daily. It is quite a model of the man-body, when you stand like
that-is it not so?
Master, do you advocate that men should get their hair cut when
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they become Satsangis? Should you get your hair cut i f y o u have long
hair?
No, I don't say that. Whether you have long hair o r not, that makes
no difference for spirituality. It is only the social life which may be affected. If the social life is affected, then you can't have a n easy time.
People of the world will be pointing out: "Oh heretic, hereticm-they
may even hate you. When you've got n o social life, what t o d o . . .
that's a social matter, not a spiritual matter. For spirituality whether
you have long hair or not that makes no difference.
But there's some principle behind having long hair. Saints are the
worshipers of Nature. They don't destroy Nature. When the leaves are
dried, they fall down from the trees; the green leaves don't fall. S o we
are the worshipers of Life. When you comb hair all dead hairs g o out.
Even if you cut your hair, even then it will grow. That's Nature's Law.
In this age, there's a question of hippies. They are not taken o n good
terms now-evcrywhere they are hated because they have been taking
drugs. The Indian government doesn't like them. This is a bad habit
they have got-otherwise the the word hippie means peaceful life-lover
of Peace. But are they lovers of Peace?
Intoxication of the soul comes by coming in contact with higher consciousness. They take, they borrow and that goes to mar their consciousness. We have t o become more conscious. If you come in contact
with the outer intoxicants, naturally your consciousness is affected and
you will have t o go back t o the lower strata of life. D o you follow what
I mean t o say?
Because you people are stuck fast in the social customs and don't
think of the outer things-you simply see from your own angle of vision. Even if you cut finger nails they will grow; that's Nature. If they
don't grow, that's all right. S o Saints are worshipers of Life. That's all.
They leave things t o Nature. Any dead hair comes out by combing.
And we are all worshipers of Life: Consciousness. That's the principle behind what I a m telling you. Whether you keep hair long o r not,
that has little t o d o with your spiritual life.
But for spirituality you have to rise above the physical body. You've
got a ramp t o learn how t o cross-take cross daily-then whether you
have hair or not, what difference does it make. You are not the body.

Master on Hearsay
Why d o you g o by hearsay? One is led away by hearsay. First, don't
believe unless you see for your own self or hear with your own ears.
Don't believe anybody. H e may have some purpose behind-some
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selfish motive, some mischief. Believe only when you see, not only see,
but hear too. Seeing also sometimes misleads a man. Suppose a
daughter is sitting by the father. People say, "Oh what is it-they are
sitting both together." But hear them-what sort of talk they are having. People see from their own angle. Those who have got clear cut
view . . .

Master on Drugs
Master, most of us here, before we came on the Path, have taken
drugs. Will the fact that we have taken drugs adversely affect our
spiritual progress?
Surely. I tell you, we are conscious beings. We have to become more
Conscious. Anything which has gone to mar our consciousness-that
will take you to the lower strata of life. That is killing yourself, I would
say.
A lot of us became aware of the spiritual life through drugs. . .
Leave it, that's all. Don't take more poison, that's all. A little poison
taken can b e . . .
But our progress now will be affected by what we did before. . .
Only if you put in more time [in spiritual practices] these things will
be cleared. Put in more time. Don't leave off that effort. That's all
right. Whatever poison you have taken in your stomach can be washed
out. But stop taking more poison, that's all. What more is there?

On Social Life
Social life is only a way of living. There was one atheist in Lahore, I
think forty, fifty years ago. He challenged all heads of the different
religions there to prove that their religion is necessary. Generally, people take the word "religion" as social religion, not that "re" means
back, '%goreH to bind-they don't dream of it. They came up- that's
a very interesting question. I also joined in to find out what was what. I
was sitting in the front row. All heads of other religions stood up to
prove their social way of life. Sikhs said there should be long hair, and
this and that thing. Hindus spoke u p for their own outer forms; Christians came up with their own thing; Mohammedans came up . . . All
were finished and that atheist stood u p and said: "Look here, dear
friends. If you want to marry stand before some man of God, through
the hands of some pious man, maybe a Bishop, maybe a Pundit, maybe
some other pious man . . . before 100-200 people-From today onward their connection is legal . . . is right. Now that girl goes with the
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husband and nobody points out. Before that everybody: 'Oh, what is
going o n ? ' Then he added, "What difference does it make?" I was sitting in front. I stood up: "Dear friend, now you are denouncing all
forms of social religions." "Yes," he replied.
Suppose you have got 10,000 people of your way of thinking. You'll
have to form a society. You will lay down certain rules to go by, is it not
so? After some time you will see that this rule was not correct- you
will amend it. You know life is very precious-every moment of life.
Would i t not be well to remain in your own social customs, which have
been proved by time, A N D take up the cross, rise above body, know
oneself, and know our Overself?
"You are right." he admitted.
S o we are stuck fast. Social bodies were formed only that s o many p e e
plc may derive the benefit of the teachings which were given under the
guidance o f some awakened man. But for want of awakened people the
whole thing goes wrong. And ever since this paid preaching has started
in all religions, there is havoc. 1 think this is a very clear talk, n o
dubiousness.
Masters come from time to time to revive that very old thing. I a m not
giving anything new.
Social religions have found a certain way of living and consider this
is the end-all and the be-all. The casing is meant to safeguard the
kernel. God has provided all fruits with a casing. But if the casing
deteriorates with no thought or care of the kernel, what is the point?
We are only wearing the badges of some social form of living, that's
all. This is n o religion-this is Social order you might call it. True
religion-"re"
means back, "ligore" to bind-to bind back your soul
with God-that's all-that is religion. That will come when you take
cross. If you cannot take cross daily yourself, someone should give you
a boost-to have something. Then, go on under His guidance.
S o Masters come to preach to all the world over. They don't look t o
the labels or the badges we are wearing on our body. They say, "You
are a man first, born with the same privileges from God, outer and inner. You are not the body-you are having the body, you see. Golden
opportunity is to know yourself and to know God, W h o is controlling
you in the body." That's all.
Does it not appeal to you?
Very common sense, no philosophy required, n o inference to be
drawn. S o remain where you are. That's all right. For want of practical
people all this deterioration resulted. S o People again come to preach
to you from the level of man. The Manav Kendra, what does it
mean? It is a center for man-not of religions. Religions were meant to
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turn out perfect men. You have seen that definition of perfect men in
the Manav Kendra brochures? T h e n . . . Remain where you are-in all
churches they have lights outside, but the Light is within you-invert
and see. What is the use of having symbols outside unless you see the
real thing of which they are models.
This is called Apra Vidya. All methods relating to outgoing faculties,
limbs, or intellect-They are all Apra Vidya, exoteric not esoteric.
What you have been given, that is esoteric. There is no need of changing your outer form. Because you are stuck fast, you have the narrow
angle of vision from which you see. Rise above!
Fly in a plane. You'll find all the outside things lose all importance, I
would say. But it's all right to start, as ABC. I have not advised you to
change your religious forms. Have you? That's all right.
I'm only giving you what makes you have that which is underlying the
teachings of all social religions.
If you can d o so of your own self, well and good . . A blind man
needs two eyes to see. If not, let him seek help from someone else. And
who will help you? The God in Him. He is not to unite you with His
own Self but unites you to the God within you already. That's all. This
is a digest of all scriptures I am giving you in few words.
I wish you all to go jolly. Let your face shine-bright eyes, no
brooding, no wrinkles.
Learn to smile.
Where's our friend Mr. Smiling? [a disciple who always had a smile
on his face.]
Joy, you see. It is just giving oil to the machine. If you get
something-be thankful for what you have got. G o on further. Time is
passing. Your time is become short, has it not? Every day, every
minute brings you nearer to the end of the time that you have been
alloted here.
Always weigh: God first or the world first? Then you'll be all right.
You say you love God. You say so. But in a matter of living you love
the world more than God. If you say something, but d o something
else . . . ?
God wishes every man to come to Him all alone. No family, no attachments, no worldliness. Even not your body, you see.
All alone, He'll be pleased.
When you go to Him you take your body. "Oh, I cannot sit. There is
my brother sitting-my wife sleeping there."-So many worries of the
world.-How will H e be pleased? D o one thing at a time.
Is it difficult to understand? Then live it. Live u p to it, that's all. If you
live like that for some days, then naturally you won't like to live the
other way. When you d o something for one day, two, three, four, ten

.
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days o r a month o r so, mind has a tendency t o g o that way like a n ass o r
a donkey. If you lead a donkey around in a particular way for some
days, after that even if you close his eyes he will'go that way. S o this
regularity gives us a habit. Then mind will naturally like to go There.
Now, it is too much attached outside. That is why it does not like to go
There, because the twenty-four hours of the day we are attached outside most of the time. That has become a habit, and habit turns into
nature and we have t o unravel it, that's all, by attaching it to the other
side.
When you are attached to one thing, wholly and solely, for some
time naturally you are detached (to all else)-that is true renunciation.
S o remain where you are; in whatever social life you are. Maybe as a
worldly man, maybe a Sadhu, o r anybody, then go up! All have t o go
up. Inner way is the same way for all. Of course there are some harder
ways, difficult ways . . . the Path you have been given is natural, even
a child can d o it. Only a little boost . . .
This is the Ashram. Body is the Ashram. H e is waiting for you
There. You have not to call Him. H e is waiting for you.
A man was addicted t o gambling very much. His father was very ill
a t home. People said, "Well, will you come? Your father is dangerously ill, on deathbed."
"All right, I'm coming," he said.
But he was still very much engaged in gambling. "Just another
game."
Again they came: "Now he's having his last breath." "All right,
wait, I'm coming." Then they said, "Your father has died."
"All right, 1 a m coming. Prepare the body."
Still he was gambling.
They said; "They are carrying the dead man t o the cremation
place."
"All right, I will come when he will reach there."
This is what we are doing, you see. We are s o much engaged in gambling in trifling things that we say: "All right, we will do, we will do,
we'll come. I will take o f f tomorrow, day after . . . this work has t o be
done, that work is being done, only when it's finished will 1 come" . . .
until the last moment comes . . . then you have t o leave the body.
Is it not something like that? Well, what remains now. You have
understood it, live u p t o it. That's the only thing. Not by understanding
only. That does not take you anywhere. It gives some intellectual
satisfaction. But you remain where you are. You are t o take the plane;
go to the airport, that's all. You have got the ticket, nobody even lets
you enter the airport without one. That is free for you and then, what
d o you do?-You say I have t o take this, I have t o d o that-That is why
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Saints, from the very childhood, develop all around: physically, intellectually, and spiritually. Even the children have the right
understanding. Why don't you? Children learn more. They copy you.
Young or old-all should start. Who knows when life will end? The
end may be in early life, maybe young life, maybe old life-we are not
given any guarantee. The time is appointed, but we do not know it. It is
already dated. Develop all around.
We must take an example before us to follow. First learn to leave the
body. That's all I would say. God bless you.

True Meditation
And The Virtues to be Developed
December 19, 1970
Yes, come up. Are there any questions? Instead of giving a lecture, it is
better if you have got any questions in your mind they should be
clarified. Yesterday morning's talk, d o you remember, I mentioned
that all worries can be wiped away by coming in contact with the Sound
Principle within. You recorded that talk.

Yes.
These are not only for recording but are a remedy for all your ills.

[Masterasks everyone there how much time they have been putting
in for meditation.]
T h e point is, as you are putting in more time, are you improving as
compared with before? T h e longer you can stay inside when you see the
light, continuously without break, the more improvement will come. If
that light fades away then continue looking without break, constantly.
It will stay, if you continue t o look. The longer time you can put in a t
that time will give you more, better results, you see; better results.
Yes, beg your pardon?

Can it be harmful to force yourself to sit longer?
I'm not talking about sitting longer. You may be sitting for five
hours, ten hours, but when you see Light you d o not stay there longer.
It is the time when you should continue longer without break. You may
be sitting, but mind may be rambling outside, then? Your body is there
sitting at the Door, but your mind is rambling outside. The time spent
in sitting alone does not bear forth fruit, unless your mind is there con
tinuously without a break. That will grow more. Whatever experience
you have, will grow more a n d more from day t o day.

On our diaries, should we include only the time spent in concentration or should we include all the time spent sitting?
Truly speaking the time spent as I now explained t o you, will bear
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forth fruit. So, out of, say, five hours you sit, if you've stayed a n hour
or two, that will also give you something. I'm just explaining in which
way you can have better results. At first sittings, you were not accustomed to sit for a long time. Now you have begun t o sit longer. But
your mind should not be wandering away. As I told you, d o one thing
at a time, one thing, wholly and solely. When you are with me, be
wholly so, forget everything, your body and everything. When you are
with the God within, then be constantly, wholly and solely there. Don't
think of the body or the outward environments, what t o speak of other
things. So when you sit, sit quite cut off from outside, your body and
your mind.
Thank God now you have begun to give more time in sitting. Then
out of the sitting, what is the substantial thing you can have for some
better results: the longer you can stay. If you meet me, for example, I'll
be sitting by you and my mind is wandering-that is no sitting. When I
sit by you, then wholly, solely you'll be with me and I'll be with you.
You see? That will give you better results.
As I told you, God is all alone. H e has got no father, no mother, no
brother, no sister, no friend. H e wishes everybody should come to Him
all alone. Who are you? You are a conscious entity, not the body. S o
H e does not like to carry your body along with you. It means don't
even think of the body you are wearing. Be all alone with Him. Kabir
says, about sitting, "You sit at the door and wait without wandering
outside. Some day he will ask, 'Well, dear friend, what d o you want?'
You see, if somebody is sitting at your door daily; you pass, come and
go and see that he is still sitting. You will one day ask him, "Well, dear
friend, what d o you want? Why are you here all alone, day and night?"
So when you sit at the door, don't think of whether your prayer has
been heard or not. Yours is t o sit at the door all alone, quite cut off
from outside. It is for Him to give. You need not be anxious. You are a t
the door. H e will ask you some day. It's like attending your every day
duty. Be fully on duty. And wait. H e is very anxious to look into your
eyes. After all, he must ask, "Well, what are you after?" So it is better
to sit at the door wholly and solely and all the same when you get
something be wholly absorbed in it: That will give much better results.
Spirituality is not difficult if you learn how to d o one thing, wholly
and solely, at a time. If I'm sitting by you, for instance, thinking of
somebody else, what's the good of sitting by me? Is it not?
When you're at work be fully at work. When you are eating, thank
God. " 0 God, thank you." D o one thing at a time. That will give you
better results in every way of life. Why d o other things haunt us, d o you
know? I'll give you one example. Suppose you come to me. You have
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something t o say. I simply partly attend t o you, not fully. S o you'll be
waiting. Somebody else comes-I attend t o him only for a few minutes.
I've not attended t o him fully. H e still has something t o say. Then
again. Now all of you will be hovering over me. S o it is better t o dispose
of; finalize; then there will be n o new problems every day.
Because you don't attend fully to them they will wait for you, won't
leave you. That explains why these other thoughts haunt us. At every
sitting these thoughts of the past or future come because we haven't attended to them fully. S o when you sit for meditation forget the past,
forget the future and, what did I say in my message? Forget the present,
but live in the living moment. This is what I conveyed this time in my
message. If your every minute is vigilantly watched, then? You will go
on like that for eternity. You know these things, but knowing them is
not sufficient unless you live u p to them. You may have many things to
eat but.if those are not digested, then? That will bring out disease. Each
one of you know many things. When you are asked t o give a talk,
you'll give a wonderful talk, I think. Even better than the Saints give.
But the point is how far you live u p to them.
Well once it s o happened, you perhaps have heard about the Pandavas in the Mahabharata. Five Pandavas went t o their teacher, guru,
he gave them a lesson, "Well, look here, be truthful. All right, go and
memorize, then come t o me." In the old days one thing was given and
they were asked t o live up t o it. Next day all turned up, except one,
Yudhistra, who did not come. H e asked them, "Where's Yudhistra?"
"He says he's memorizing that thing-to be truthful."
T w o days, three days, four days passed a n d Yudhistra did not
return. Others said, "Look here Master, how dull-headed he is! H e
cannot memorize the words, "Be Truthful." After some days he
turned up. H e said, "Master, I have learnt now, be truthful." And all
through his life, he was truthful-never told a lie. S o such like living is
required. You know s o much.
Your diaries are there to just bring the failures to your notice. Why
don't you live u p t o those virtues? If you live up to one virtue, suppose
you are truthful. Continue for six months. Then you won't dare to tell
a lie. Then habit will turn into nature. Be chaste. In word, thought, and
deed. After six months you'll find you can have n o unchaste thoughts.
Diary is meant for that. This is one side. And the other way is to come
in contact with the God-into-Expression Power, Light a n d Sound;
you'll become the abode of all virtues. Both things are given in your
diary, be strictly accurate in keeping your diary.
I issued one circular on the diary.* You must remember. These cir-

* The Way of the Saints,

p. 369.
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culars are for your guidance, and to be lived up to, that's all.
The pity is we know so much. We can give lectures, talks. Very tall
talks. Very tall talks, I would say. But these are affected only by our
radiation, not by mere words. So it is always said, "It is better to
reform your own self."
Swami Ram Tirath was a great Saint, who said in the papers
"WANTEDv-what?
"Reformers." What sort of reformers? "Not
of others but of themselves." What will they get-"Godhead."
This is
what is wanted.
All of you can become Ambassadors, only if you live u p to what you
are told. Then your words will carry weight. We say something, but live
some other way. We appear very virtuous but underneath we are trying
to cut the roots of everybody. You cannot deceive. You can deceive
men, but you cannot deceive God Who is within you. Be truthful t o
Him, then everything will come. Have one virtue, the other virtues will
follow. So diary is meant for two things. One, weeding out all imperfections; two, coming in contact with that Power. The more you
come in contact with that Power, the more you sit by fire, all cold will
go away; all chilling. So there will be no chilling. I am giving you no inferences to draw, but a very delicious dish is served t o you; see now that
you eat it. Another thing: even if you eat it, but you don't digest i t . . .
Don't fill your brains with so many things. Eat one thing. Digest it.
Other things follow naturally.
S o t o meet God is not difficult, but to make a man is difficult. God is
after finding man-any man who is there-a God in man body. We are
beasts in men not men in men,you see. All religions were meant to turn
out men, perfect men, ideal men. All schools of thought were meant to
turn out perfect men. Schools are there. Their dresses are all right.
Their buildings are all right, but how many men are turned out of
them? And the ideal man is one who has the Ringing Radiance, in and
out. That is the Bread of Life. So this is the ideal before you. You're
here for sometime to make the best use of that. Even when you go
away, keep these things, live u p to them. Only try for three months, six
months, you'll find change, a radical, drastic change. Kabir says, "My
mind is so pure, God is after me, calling, 'Kabir, Kabir, Kabir wait.' "
So God is running after each one of us to find a man, somewhere.
Master, the God manifest in Master, is also trying t o make men. The
pity is we don't live up to them. Christ said, "If you love me, keep my
Commandments." If you live that way even for a month, you will progress wonderfully. If you live with the Master for a hundred years but
d o not care for what He says; it is like a stone in the water, you might be
cold while in the water, but when the water is away, then? When the
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cobra is in the snow, he is very cold, when it gets a little warm he's hissing.
S o we have to learn while in the world. Swimming is learned in water
not on dry lands. And man body is the golden opportunity we have got
for that purpose. You may remain where you are. Outer performance,
rituals make n o difference. That is only a symbol on your body. You are
not even body, then?
First of all, you're Light. You're the children of Light. Jot Niranjan,
you are. We repeat these words daily but don't even have the right import of what they say, God is All-Light, is It not? All-Consciousness.
God is spirit. And we are? Spirit. And spirit is God, and God is within
us, naturally; so what is the difference?
S o facts remain like that, we are children of Light, the children of
God, we're all brothers and sisters in God. Whether we are wearing one
form or the other, that makes no difference.
It's just an amazing thing.
Amazing? God is amazing-you are God. God is within you but you
are not with God. That's all. Just like fish is always in water. Fish lives
in the water. Water is the very life of the fish. If it is taken out for a little while it will die. She will die. We are in Him and He is within us. We
are having our being in Him. That we will come to realize by rising
above body-consciousness, not before. There's a great Light that
enlivens our body. We're a small tiny light.
Now you know how great you are? You're a micro-god. The outgoing faculties are only t o serve you. But you simply become a servant to
the outgoing faculties. It is through you only that outgoing faculties
work. If your attention is not with the outgoing faculties, you won't
hear, you won't see, even with open eyes. Your attention is absorbed in
something higher. This digest has been given in few words, in a very
simple way. You have simply t o live up t o it. If the shell of the almond
is taken away then you have got the real protein there. This is the real
protein I a m offering you. You know already. It is no new thing. 1 am
only reminding you of the facts which are already there and we never
cared for them, never lived up t o them.
All right, any other questions? It's 9:30.
Make the best use of your time, please.

The Master's Message of Love
December 21, 1970
(Recorded in Dehra Dun, on the occasion of an American disciple's
departure for home.)
Convey my love to each one of them. My only message is: That we are
all laborers in the same field. The harvest is rich, laborers are wanted.
There is no otherness, but the Negative Power intervenes and tries to
spoil the whole show.
If we all work as laborers in the field with equal rights, you see, to be
guided by some laborer who is a little bit ahead of you, if I may say so.
My only message is to love Him. If one man can do so, let others do so;
both should put shoulders to the wheel. "My shoulder is better than the
other shoulder" is wrong.
Moreover, if any good goes out of us, we should not be aware of it,
because it is His Grace that is working. We are mere pipes.
Some forty years ago, our Master went to Lahore where I was conducting Satsang (there was a big gathering there, sometimes five to ten thousand people.) Once He gave Initiation to so many. Then He told me,
"Look here, I have planted the saplings; you give water-water them.'' I
told Him, "Master, whatever water You will send, that will be given."
You see, we are mere pipes. So pipes remain cold as long as the water
is running through them-if no water, then? So this is the true position.
If any good goes out of us, that is His Grace. We should never dream
that we are doing. If we are doing, then the whole thing is retarded. And
if whatever water in a small pond is drained out, then what will remain?-all mud. This is one lesson we have to learn, you see. If that is
learned, then there is peace.
I am digging; you also dig; we all go on digging; then the work will be
finished in no time. So there should be no otherness, I tell you. And this
is the last shortcoming that even the so-called saints have got. Sometimes
group leaders think they are bosses. They should realize they are the
means. That is why I told you: all are spiritually connected with me.
They are there to conduct, to arrange, to help you; to bring together for
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other facilities; sometimes they can help by words of solace. And that's
all.
S o love God, that's all. Have respect for others. And those who are
co-workers: put shoulders t o the wheel-both together. If you drag a
wagon and you have ten men t o drag it, dragging it becomes easier,
does it not? S o this is the only message that I have to give you.
But I have pity because all are not Saints. They have to be persuaded.
My way is persuasion; to bring them to know what is what, to stand on
their own legs.
I see all of you can become ambassadors. Very humble-simply live
up to it. Live up to Them, that's all.
God made men with all equal privileges; no high or low. Simply, One
has regained His Godhead, that's all. I a m using the word "regained."
You have forgotten, that's all.
S o convey my love t o each one of them. These very words-you can
repeat them.
I have got appreciation for all. Those who are group leaders and
representatives and others also who are there. They are all on the Way;
so help each other. You have to help the Master's work, not any individual man. It is God's work. Master's work is God's work, not his
personal work.
The best way to serve is t o d o meditation; progress in the inner Way.
Then everything will come up.
My wishes are with each one of them . . . They are the shareholders
of the Father's belongings. S o you are all dear to me. Father has love
for all, and H e has keys to the Room; so it is quite worth living up to
the Master.
So it is not a matter of show t o others. It is to be sincere to one's own
self. God is within you, Master is within you-if you are true t o Him,
then? S o that is why I always say, "Be true to your own self." The God
in you is more near than the God in the Master, I tell you. He is One. SO
many vibrations, that's all. The very God is within you too. The same
vibration is going on there. We simply have t o invert-withdraw from
outside.
[Master gives everyone His loving glance.]
There is the love of the parents, you see-the love of the Master is
hundreds and thousands of parents' together. S o love cannot be expressed in words.
Rest assured you are dear to me-that's all I can say, you see. Now
your part is just: Live up to what I say.
[Tears well up in the eyes of the Master and of many of the dear ones
present. The Master gives the departing disciple a present for his wife,
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a n d addresses the next few words to him:] Now I wish you to be one in
two and two in one, from this day onward. So convey my love t o her. I
wish you both to be one in two and two in one. In very few words: God
has united you and it is your first duty to help each other to know God;
both should put their shoulders to the wheel to reach God. That's companionship-true companionship. And God has given you a companion; it is not man who has given you. Does she send her report, her selfintrospection diary?-Yes-convey
my love to her and accept the same
for yourself.
Sometimes tears roll down from the eyes; that is the loving tears for
you all. You don't know how much love I have for you. Perhaps if you
knew, you would be dancing all around.
So, convey my love to each one of them. They are near to me-not
away. I wish all of you to be progressing on the Way.
We should be all honest, truthful, chaste, so that if any man comes:
"Oh, he's going to such and such a Saint, he can't tell a lie." We should
prove worthy of our connection with the Satsang. This is outer; the inner
you have got, fortunately.
So what I have mentioned, don't forget, that's all. If any good is going
out of us, it is the Grace of the Master.
All our differences should be sunk down, you see, in the waves of love
-surging. Any questions? You understand what I have said already?
You follow? I am not a speaker or lecturer, that's the pity. Otherwise I
would be bombarding you with words. . . . Heart to heart talks . . .
God bless you.

Be in Charge of Your Machinery
December 22, 1970
It's cold outside, isn't it? D o you feel? A little? All right. Yes? Going
strong each one of you? Going on all right with your meditations?
Thank God.
When a man is Within he does not feel cold. It's only when he's thinking of the body and outside that he feels cold. Keep your consciousness
engaged. In that way you will be air conditioned, you see? Then you
won't feel cold.
Once it happened, I'm talking now of fifty years back, that I was
detailed by my Master to give talks. It was a hot season. There was a big
room, of course, but it was very hot. The ceiling fan, and the other fan
broke; each man was perspiring. I said, "Look here. Engage your attention here. [Masterpoints between the two eyebrows.] You won't feel the
heat." They listened to the talks for a n hour and never felt heat. It is we
who feel, because we are identified with the body and outside. When you
get a n injection (from a doctor), you just concentrate, "All right, now
d o it." Then you feel very little pain. The more you are concentrated, the
less you will feel. S o it is a question of controlling your attention. You
are attention. You give strength to the body. The whole machinery
works on account of you. It is you who is working at the back. If you
come t o your own Self, then the whole machinery is a t a standstill. this is
what you have to learn.
It is all a play of your conscious self. We have not known ourselves,
who we are. We have known as a matter of inference or as a matter of
feeling, but not as a matter of self-analysis. A factory, any factory, is run
by a powerhouse, there are switches connected with each department of
the factory. Whichever switch you turn off, that department ceases to
work. And if you turn off the main switch the whole machinery stands
still. It is on account of you that you are hearing, you are seeing. It is
because you d o not know how t o cut off from outside, that's all.
You may have had this happen in your experience too: Sometimes
you're sitting very absorbed; somebody calls you, your ears are open but
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you don't hear. He calls you once, twice, thrice. He comes up to you and
says, "Well you have not heard me? I have called you so many times."
"NO, I have not heard." "Why?" "My attention was engaged
somewhere else." So similarly it is your attention that gives life to all
your outward things. You are the giver of all attention to these things
and you are dragged by all these things. How shameful it is, I would
say. The whole thing is topsy turvy. It is you who give the strength to
your mind, to your outgoing faculties; and what has happened now?
Outer things attract your outgoing faculties; and faculties control your
mind. Mind controls intellect. And poor fellow, Soul, is being dragged
about. Is it not so? Just come to your own self, that's all I can say. You
know who you are? Now you understand? Forget all outward forms,
everything like that. Master does not give you anything new, only [the
opportunity] to come to your own Self, that's all. You may learn it in a
day, ten days, ten years, ten births. Why not learn now? Manbody is
the golden opportunity you have got. In this body only, you can do it.
This is really your own work, personal work. All other works are the
question of give and take, finish off. Wind up the whole thing.
Do you feel cold now?
[Master tells us about His appointment today at Manav Kendra-The
Man Center being built under His daily supervision.]
Everybody runs there, you see, because man is in search. He's doing
something and still with all that he is not satisfied. By talking about
bread your hunger won't be appeased. You see? By taking food,
digesting it, your hunger will go. Everybody is doing something in his
own way, with all that he is not satisfied.
So when death comes, it is no bugbear; it comes. Man will shudder,
"Oh," if he has been only talking about these things and not lived up
to them, that's all. This is a Way which We can give to you, of practical
self-analysis, rising above body consciousness. If you want That, daily
rise and go, and you'll feel pleasure. When there is heat outside and
you go into a cold place, well naturally you feel very different, you see.
So try to put in more time [in your spritual practices] and make the
best use of the time you are here. That's all I can say. There also that
God Power is within you, with you, guiding you when you go back. If
you withdraw you can say that. We are one There.

Be The Master of Your Self
December 23, 1970
[Speaking to someone sitting in the doorway.]
Are you guarding the door so no one would run away? [chuckles]
Master, when I stand on my head, do a headstand, the Sound Current gets really loud; how come?
What d o you mean by that?
You know, when you get down, and your feet go up and your head is
down.
Sound is there; that makes n o difference.
It seems to get really loud when I do.
Where you put your whole attention, naturally there you'll go.
Similarly if your whole attention is there, you'll have it while sitting.
When you stoop down, your whole attention [goes to your headj,
that's all; and the result will be when you are withdrawn you will fall
down. [everyonelaughs] Sit at right angles. Even if you withdraw, you
won't fall. Whichever way you are leaning you will fall down in that
way. This body, what is it? It's like earth, stone. When you are
withdrawn, what is it? It is a clod of earth, after all.
And also sometimes when you get out of bed quickly in the morning,
the blood rushes to your head, you feel dizzy.
What are you talking about? Blood is always going through the veins
even while sleeping, hard at work. That dizziness may mean there is
something wrong physically.
A lot of people have that, it happens to a lot of people.
You're a spokesman for all of them? [chuckles] D o you have
something like that, tell me? What about you?
Well, it hasn't happened lately but sometimes when I would get up
from sitting and get up quickly I would feel.
If the soul is withdrawn, you cannot stand. You are There, and
unless you descend into the body, you cannot control yourself. The
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seat of the soul is at the back of the eyes from where it works
throughout the whole body. Have you followed?
When you leave meditation don't stand up all at once; slowly. Then
the soul current, sensory current works through the body. You follow?
When you are withdrawn you see it is inert, body is inert. If all at once
you rise, then sometimes soul is not in this physical body, you sometimes cannot think what you are doing. Even if it happens so, then
again sit down in meditation. Come down slowly, not all at once. You
are not in this physical body as yet. You feel something. Sometimes
you cannot think. If anything happens to you like that, then sit down in
meditation and think of God. That's the only remedy. These things are
not given in books, I tell you. They are practical difficulties. So when
you are in meditation, if anybody wants you, he should let you come
down slowly. Slowly. Don't leave all at once. Because after all, the
spirit current has to work through the body. The prana current goes
on, it is not disturbed, it becomes slow, steady, rhythmic. It is the spirit
current, sensory current, which is withdrawn. That's a point to be
remembered. So if this thing happens, never rise all at once, mind that.
When you rise up, rise up slowly; feel your arms.

Master, in this case it wasn't that. I wasn't even meditating. It's just
that sometimes when I'm in a bathtub, my body gets very hot, and
when I stand up the blood rushes from my head sometimes. And I was
just saying that when that happens now I hear the Sound Current; thk
happens occasionally . . .
Well, rise up slowly. Why all at once? The house has not gone on
fire. When you are all heated and you leave off covering, then naturally
you'll feel uneasy.
All it is, when that happens I hear the Sound Current very loud.
My Lord, again that comes. Sound is already there. When you are
concentrated, whether lying, or sitting, or stooping, or reclining, your
attention should be there. That makes no difference. You may sit
headlong down, even then you will hear. This is because you are always
thinking of yourself as a body. Don't think of the body at all and you
won't have any suchlike feelings. You follow me? These are some practical difficulties which do arise. That is why guidance is required,
unless you become adept in that. In most books you won't see a reply
to this, but in a way the reply is there. The only thing is we don't digest.
First understand; then digest.
So, what does Master do? Listen carefully, I would say now. You
know it is we who give strength to the outgoing faculties to work. If we
are not there, outgoing faculties do not work. I gave you an example
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the other day. When you are sitting quite absorbed in something, if
somebody calls you once, twice, thrice, you d o not hear. H e comes up
to you and says, "Well, dear friend, I have called you so many times,
why don't you reply?" You say, "My attention was somewhere else."
Unless the attention is in the ears, ears don't work. Unless the attention
is in the eyes, eyes won't see. Attention is to be controlled. How to control? If you withdraw completely, concentrated at one center, the
outgoing faculties will not disturb you. The outward things also won't
attract your outgoing faculties. You know the whole machinery of the
body is working on account of us. 1s it not? When you leave the body it
is a dead machinery lying there. So what does Master do? H e first gives
you a control to your own body. How? By giving you a lift, an experience, a demonstration t o be There. They [Masters] give you
something t o stand on. If you are fully absorbed there the whole
machinery stands.
So somebody asked Guru Arjan, "What did Master d o for you?"
H e said, "He has made me the master of my body; I a m the queen of
the body." "Well, how many servants have you got?" H e said, "Ten,
ten servants." "Who are they?" "Five outgoing faculties, physical
outgoing faculties, and five, the inner working through them." S o ten
servants you have got. But they have run amuck, revolted. They drag
you anyway they like. When you concentrate There, then all outgoing
faculties d o not work. S o first lesson which He gives us is to learn to d o
that. Now we are dragged by the outgoing faculties. The outgoing
faculties are dragged by outward enjoyments, and outward enjoyments control the outgoing faculties. Outgoing faculties control the
mind, and mind is controlling the intellect-and the poor spirit is being
dragged, just like in a chariot that is drawn by so many horses. The
driver is there, the horses are controlled with the reins, and the man
who is sitting in the chariot is being dragged by them. It is something
like that. So we are in the chariot of the body. Outgoing faculties are
the horses, each running in its own way. And mind is controlling. So if
you concentrate, it is the mind that gets strength from you. If you are
centered There, then mind and intellect are the horses. That is what is
with you the very first day.
Intellectuals might understand in that way. When you are withdrawn
from all outside, the result will be? You are spirit, God is spirit, and
spirit is God. You are a drop of the Ocean of All Consciousness;
naturally that will go back to its own source. It is but natural. Just like
a lit candle, the flame goes upward always. If you upturn it, even then
it will go up. Why? Because the source of light is the sun outside. You
will go up. If you throw a clod of earth very far into the air, that will
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come down to the earth because its source is there. So mind is material.
It will always lead you to the downward things. And when you are cut
off from all these things, naturally you will want God. Nowadays we
have got airplanes, previously we had hydrogen balloons. They were
filled with hydrogen gas and were tied down to the earth with some
rope. When those ropes were cut, they flew into the air. It is something
like that, you see. When you are cut off from all outgoing faculties,
naturally the soul will go to the Oversoul, it is but natural. I would say
we have got a real innate hankering to go to our own nature, source,
God.
If outward penances or other methods are done, it is just like a lady
who is going to be married away, and always trying different ornaments. It is all outward. Whatever method you adopt; you sing, you
do this thing or that ritual; this is only to prepare you for meeting God,
that's all. But unless you are the master of your own self, you cannot
proceed further, you are dragged like anything. So first thing is to be
withdrawn. This is the very first lesson given to you, and also
something is given to stand on within you, on God, the outward expression of which is Light and Sound. It is very scientific, very natural. If
you understand me, and live up to it, you'll become like I am too. That
ABC will start from there. Now we are not completely withdrawn. We
are dragged by outward things. If you put in more time and become absorbed in the Light and Sound Principle within, then naturally what
will be the result? You will have bliss There. Now mind won't permit
you to go in. But once it has tasted that bliss, it will never like to come
out. So that is why I say, put in more time. In a few months you must
have that bliss, then naturally whenever you have vacant time, you'll
try to go in. Yes?

Master, we have desires, a// of us have desires. They vary from person to person. But, is it necessary to live out the desires, to fulfill them,
or can we by meditating . . . ?
What desires? Carnal desires should be avoided. How can you control yourself? Outward give and take as a reaction of the past, that is
something else. Desire-you say you want to drink, then? You want to
drink, you desire to drink.

Drink what?
Wine.

No.
Then? Be desireless, all Masters say this. Lord Buddha says be
desireless. It is desires that drag you out.
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Sometimes I have read that you can't leave this world until aN our
desires are fulfilled.
Not desires but the reactions of the past. Never sow new seeds which
will have to be reaped. Past give and take should be wound up. If you
go on enjoying desires; they play hell like anything. If a butcher desires
t o kill animals, d o you think it is all right? You are conscious entities,
you are men, not animals. You have to know yourself, and the ultimate
goal is to know the Overself. You have to leave all things that bind you
t o the outside. Let give and take be reconciled, that is another thing.
But desires, carnal desires, I would say now, let me use the word carnal
desires, o r outward desires that bind you to the outside world, have to
be used in a temperate way, so that they may not stand in your way to
God.
By meditation they can be washed away?
I told. you just now, you become master of your outgoing faculties.
For that you have been given a demonstration. Well, go on with it.
You'll be absorbed into It, and outward things won't affect you. You
will become air conditioned. This is the first lesson to be learned, and
this is the first lesson given by all Masters the very first day, a dernonstration of which is given. We d o not appreciate the valuable thing we
have received. You always revive outward desires. I just told you, mind
is material, it will always drag you to the material things. Soul is not
material, it is conscious. It will go to All Consciousness when it is cut
off from all outside. Ultimately everything boils down to that.
Can you know yourself? Sometimes you have a dip, then you are
dragged outside. You have not become the master of your body. The
ABC starts when you rise above body consciousness. Body consciousness comes only through outgoing faculties. We are identified
with the body and outside world so much so that we have forgotten
ourselves. G o on, d o it, and you will see the further way very clearly,
and you'll run up like anything. It is worldly desires only that drag us
down. If you are like that, you'll leave the body at death with nobody
to care after you. Then you will have to come back. The initiates have a
concession. What? You know what? It's given in the books.
They won't come back lower than the man body.
Yes, yes. Why?
Because the seed is in them, the only way the seed could fructify . . .
That's all right. If he has love for, a ruling passion for the Master,
then?
Then he won't have to come back.
That's all right. He will go where the Master will go. If He is not to
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return, how can you return? So this is what I was telling, you see. Don't
ruminate over books, I would say now. Read, understand; but
understanding intellectually also won't d o anything, unless you live up
to it. You sit in meditation-all right-the world is not there. But when
you come out the world is there. It is you who make the world. Yes?
Master, if a person is . . .
I wish your ifs and buts to be finished. They will be finished only if
you live up to what you have been told. All right, go on.

If a person is very starving, or very hungry all day long, and all he
can think about is where he is going to get his next meal from, then isn't
it more difficult for him to have desire for God, because all his desires
are for food a n d . . .
You must earn your livelihood. Stand on your own legs. Don't depend on others. If you are dependent it is better to die. Earn your own
livelihood, stand on your own legs, earn your livelihood by the sweat of
your brow and share with others.
Won't it be hard for that person to progress spiritually because all
his desires are for food and shelter?
One is carnal desire, the other is spiritual desire. Learn to differentiate between the two. One is noble desire, the other will keep you
down. Digest it, grasp it. When you grasp it, live up to it. Even if you
don't grasp it in one book, other books give the same thing from a different view. It is 9:30. Pity I have to run up there too [Manav Kendra].
Enjoy your meditations, to the best you can.
Do you give Satsang for the Indian people anytime here in Rajpur?
What is Satsang? This is Satsang. It clarifies certain things by heart
to heart talk. Lecturing only gives theory to you, so that you may grasp
something. Direct talks are given here, clearly. Just like the cracking of
the almond to give you the real thing. Casing is taken off and only real
things are given.
A n Indian tailor downtown said he thinks he would like to see you,
and so I said in the morning here.
They are welcome anytime. This is Satsang.
These heart to heart talks given to you are the very gist of the whole
thing. But in Satsang it is by radiation that you get it, things become
very clear. The same thing given in books will not be so clear now,
because the charging and the words coming from the heart go into the
heart. Only an arrow which has been drawn to the breast will go to the
target. If it is not drawn to the breast, then it will fall down. So, words
coming out of the heart, go to the heart of the people. That's the point.

Remember the God in Him
Christmas Talk, 1970
So happy Christmas Day to you all. We should rejoice in the birthdays
of all Godmen who came to earth from time to time to guide the child
humanity. We have respect for all. The best way of celebrating a great
man's life is not by singing, eating or drinking; the best way is to follow
the teachings they gave. First of all, they say that there is God. There is
"my FatherM-They have seen and They say so. Saints speak of what
They see, not as a matter of feelings or drawing inferences. They say,
"We Have Seen." They have not only Seen but They also profess that,
"I and my Father are One. H e is in me and I am in Him." People asked
Christ t o just show them the Father. What did H e say? "Who has seen
Me has seen My Father." W h o has seen Me has seen My Father. If you
can't believe Whom you see, then how can you believe in Him Whom
you have not seen. D o you follow Me?
S o God manifests-He resides in every heart of course, but H e fully
manifests in some human body; we respect that body. Masters never say,
"1 am Father." They may say, "I and my Father are One. H e is working
through me," but They never forget the Father. Some so-called great
men never talked of Father. I am giving you a delicate point now, very
delicate.
Tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, was one of the Saints who gave the
clue t o where H e was in the last birth. Very few Saints have done this. H e
said, "I was a t such and such a place, I was there, I was doing penances,
so much so that I and My Father became One. So God ordered me to go
to the world." H e did not like to come and give up that bliss, you see.
But God persuaded, "You go, You have to go." "All right, what should
1 do?'' And God said, "I have sent so many men but they have preached
in their own names and not mine. You'll find, Lord Rama came and
everyone said, "Ram, Ram, Ram." Lord Krishna came and they said,
"Krishna, Krishna, Krishna." Although in their teachings they have said
very clear cut things, they somehow or other gave the wrong impression,
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I would say. The people began to worship them and not God. In Gita,
which is the sum total of the teachings of Lord Krishna, He has referred
to this point.
One man came to me who was very much adept in the Gita. H e told
me that he could not differentiate what Lord Krishna meant when
sometimes he said, "Come to me-think of me," and sometimes he
said, "Think of Him." I told him this is the very point that you have to
follow. H e has referred to Him in an ambiguous way, 1 would say.
Krishna was here as an incarnation to carry out a mission t o have the
peaceful Kingdom on earth, where they could dwell. But the Avatars
did not speak directly of God. Christ did say, "My Father has sent
Me." That is Hic greatness. Tenth Guru very clearly said: Kabir also
said the same thing. Kabir says, "I have been sent by God to convey
His message t o you." You see? So you'll find the majority of people
are following only these gods. So Masters never give the misconception
that They are God. Master may say God is in him, it is He Who works
through him: It is His Grace. All the same, we respect him because he
is the very blessing from God in human form. H e resides in every heart,
but somewhere H e is working: He is manifest. God already resides in
you all, but as you are identified with the physical body and outward
things so much so, you have forgotten your own Selves. His work is
just to withdraw you from outside, raise you up and give you a glimpse
of God. You see what the greatness of these real, note the word I a m using, 'real' Masters? Other saints d o come for the time being to meet
with the times. I'll give you an example. There is a King. H e appoints a
commander-in-chief. H e also appoints Viceroys. The appointing
authority of both is the same God or King, but their functions are different. Commander-in-Chief fully knows that he has been appointed
by the King, to carry out what? When there are any disorders, to set
them right, punish the wicked and t o give the virtuous a boost. That is
his job: T o set the world in order. What is the Viceroy's work? A
Viceroy says, "The King has ordered, I am conveying the orders of the
King." The Commander in Chief says, "I order." "Fire, control,
seize." H e gives these orders, you see? You follow my point now?
Kabir said, "I have come only to convey the word of my Master, of my
Father." Christ also speaks like that. Tenth Guru has also clearly referred to His past birth. It is rarely that Saints d o this. They might have
given a very hazy view of their past life but not so clear as the tenth Guru
gave it. That place has been found, marked with a card. There is a valley
of flowers, very perfumed outer atmosphere. There are four scenic hills.
So they have found that place now. I was there-He came up.
So they d o come. What for? S o that the people may not forget God.
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There is God, they have seen Him. They give testimony that they have
seer1 Him. And people asked, "Where have you seen Him?" And He
said, "Within this man body I have seen Him." Why can't we see?
Because our soul is under control of mind, mind is under the control of
outgoing faculties and outgoing faculties are driven by the outward enjoyments. So Master, the God in man's work, is to withdraw your attention from outside for awhile, raise you above the outgoing faculties,
and give you a glimpse of God. So that is why Christ said, "Those who
have seen Me have seen My Father." Is it not so? Once H e further said,
"If you pray to God, He might give you, might give you or not. If you
pray t o God in My name, He may give you." These are His Words.
"But if you ask Me, you will surely have it.'' You follow what is meant
by that? We have not seen God. We have not been fully convinced
whether there is God or not. We pray. "Oh God." We don't know to
whom we are praying. We are not definite. If you pray to God in the
name of the Saints, then you have some conviction that there is a God
because Masters say so. But if you see God in Him, then you will surely
have it. S o follow the difference. Mark the difference of every word uttered by a Saint. They say something, with something definite in view.
All the same, those who realize; "I and My Father are One," don't
forget that there is a God. Can a drop of water say, "I a m the Ocean?"
It can say, "We are part of the ocean: He is in us, we are in Him." Do
you follow me? O n this day we celebrate the birth of such a great Saint,
and the best way of celebration would be to be in tune with Him, to the
God Power that is one. I gave a talk in America on 25th December,
1962. Master Power, God Power, or Guru Power is the same Power
that works on human poles at different times. Those poles are blessed
through which It works from time to time, but that Power, the Christ
Power never dies. He never leaves you till the end of the world. When I
first went t o America, the people asked, "Well, when is Christ returning?" They said that He will return. So I put the question to them:
"Has He ever left you?" He said: "I shall never leave thee nor forsake
thee until the end of the world," did He not? Then what is the question
of returning? That Power works at different human poles from time to
time, to guide the child humanity. Is this not so? Guru Arjan collected
the sayings of every Saint on which he could lay His hands, collected
them all together t o form the Sikh Scriptures. They are all brothers in
God, you see? We respect everybody. Those who come in the past,
those who are now working and those who may come in the future.
After all, that very Power works, does it not? So have respect for all. I
have respect for all. There is a God. You have at least seen some
manifestation of It. Light and Sound are the manifestations of the God
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into Expression Power. And that leads to where? From where that God
came into expression. There was a vibration and vibration resulted in
Light and Sound. So blessed you are, you see. Happy Birthday. Happy
Christmas Day. But the best way to celebrate is to live in contact. There
is a God, definitely. Saints say they have seen: you can see. And what is
the criterion of such a Saint? H e can give you some demonstration.
Lectures, long, tall talks, are quite a different thing. That is speaking
of the bread, not giving the bread itself. He must be able to give you
something, little capital to start with. Where? Within you. Not telling
you to wait, that you will have in due course after years, or after death.
Who can give you some glimpse of it, more or less, according to each
man's background, take Him as a Saint: you won't be deceived. S o
blessed you are, you are following the same teachings that were given
by all Masters. In the book Naam o r Word, I have given excerpts,
quotations from the scriptures saying that Light and Sound is the only
way back to absolute God. Other yogas have their own scope but this is
direct contact. You have not to make any hypothesis nor infer that you
see something. See and then say. Now we say something when we have
not seen. Excuse me if I use the word blind. It is like a blind man who
has never seen the sun saying, "The sun is very much ablaze, very
beautiful." This is what we do. So Masters enjoin you to see and then
say. Their company gives you a direct radiation that you can enjoy
even at thousands of miles away when you have developed receptivity,
when nothing remains between you and Him-not your body, not you,
not any of your outward thoughts, and you direct your attention t o
Him, you'll develop receptivity. That is why Kabir says, "The initiate
might be living this side of the world, and your Master is residing on the
other side of the world, say America or India. Direct your attention to
Him, that's all. You'll have all that bliss. It takes time to develop receptivity; and how is receptivity developed? You might have read one circular* 1 issued for only a bird's eye view. If you have gone through it,
you'll find how receptivity is developed; the first step is sweet remembrance. Sweet remembrance comes when? When you have seen
somebody; you have enjoyed somebody; you can not forget. Whom you
have not seen, you might be in doubt. So physical presence can not be
underrated. That can be developed from even thousands of miles by
developing receptivity. So with these words I may again wish you Happy
Christmas Day. Enjoy it in the sense I am putting before you.
There was one pundit who was a follower of Swami Dayananda of
Arya Samaj. He had an M.A. in chemistry. People asked him to write
his Guru's life. All right, he was a learned man. Three or four months
* The Way of the Saints, p. 375
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later they asked him, "Have you written something?" "I am writing
hard." Again, after six months, "Have you completed the book. the life
o f Swami Dayananda?" "Yes, I am writing very hard, day and night."
In a year or two after, they again said, "Have you finished that book?"
" 1 am still writing very hard." "Oh, what a book you must be writing.
This is two, three, four years now." "The best thing to write is just to
become what H e is," was his reply. This is what we should do. You see.
we should have the same qualities developed in us as in the Master or the
God in man. This is the best way of writing; an example is better than
precept. You may write hundreds of books, but if your life does not
prove it, you have the same tendencies as stated before, then?
S o this is why I am telling you the best way to celebrate. That God
Power worked through Jesus and others. In the books you will find what
I have given is dedicated to my Master Baba Sawan Singh. Have you
read my books? Well, if you have got any book, I'll just read out, to
bring home t o you what I have written. We simply ruminate over books,
I would say. O n each book you will find, you see, "Dedicated to the
Almighty G o d , working through all Masters who have come, and Baba
Sawan Singh Ji Maharaj, at whose Lotus Feet the author imbibed the
sweet elixir of Holy Naam." T o all Masters, past and present, with
whom I came in contact. S o we have love for all Masters, you see, the
God in them. They are not Jesus or Singh or Kahan or Kabir or
anybody, but that Power that worked through Them. This bulb is only
giving off the light sent through it. For the light it gives this bulb is
respected, is it not? S o have respect for all. I have respect for all; what I
have come t o and I think all Masters have come to. So I had the good
fortune to sit at the feet o f my Master to imbibe this little understanding
that I am putting before you. Live by it. Your best devotion lies in the
fact that you live u p to what you are told. What did Christ say, "Keep
my commandments," that's all. I f they ncver told you more than that [it
would be sufficient]. S o become a true Christian, true Hindu, true Sikh,
true Mohammedan; the basic teachings have been the same. Outer differences are due only t o outward climatic differences or customs prevailing. Outer ways of living may change. This is what we have in the social
religions. S o we have to live in some social body. Even if we don't like to
have any society and s o many thousands of people come u p t o your own
way of thinking, then you'll again form a society. You cannot escape it.
S o i t is better to remain where you are. Those are the outward symbols
we are carrying. We are men first, then souls, conscious entities. A d r o p
of the ocean o f all consciousness and the same God overhead, called bq.
so many names. S o this is what I have to tell you in a few words, heart to
heart talk. Happy Christmas to you all.

Worl.d or God
Dec. 26, 1970

The day before, Christmas, was a feast day when Master allowed those
visiting iniliates to literully stuff themselves. He fed them as tnuch as
they could eat, but the next day . . .
How did you all find your meditations last night . . . and this morning? . . . with what results?
I was sick last night.
Are you better this morning compared with last night? We'll get you
some medicine.
You please?
Last night I saw blue sky Light. This morning I p u t in a little bit of
time.
And you, please?
Yesterduy I over-ate, so I got sleepy. I was greedy yesterday . . .
[Laughing] The real enjoyment is within . . . And you please?
l p u t in three hours this morning, but I didn't have any Light again.
But it will come. I'm going to devote today to eight or nine hours.
I t is there. I t will come. Concentration is required. And yesterday?
Yesterday nothing either.
You saw Christmas!
Yes, I think I got too involved in the outer . . .
This is why. S o anyway you enjoyed Christmas-the outer. And
you, please?
I've been oversleeping and I went to the doctor, and he gave me some
~nedicine.I'm sleeping about five or six hours less.
Sleepiness is due to something wrong with your stomach. Eat less,
that's the only remedy. Do you remember once one doctor joined
Prophet Mohammed. That doctor remained with Prophet Mohammed for six months. There were about forty men following Prophet
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Mohammed, here, there, and nobody became sick during these six
months. The doctor came u p t o Prophet Mohammed and said, "I've
been here for six months, but I'm not needed because nobody has
fallen sick." Prophet Mohammed told the doctor, "Look here, my instructions t o them are t o eat one morsel less than they really hunger
for. Leave the table a little hungry. They also d o meditation and work
hard. So, as long a s they obey these orders, nobody can get sick. The
doctor gave you something for digestion. It's better that you have a
morsel less, that's all. That's the best remedy. When animals, dogs, g o
sick, they stop eating; they never eat anything. You'll find they've got
innate sense. They select some grass t o eat and that is their medicine.
S o the best prescription is, eat a morsel less than you really need. Leave
the table a little hungry-not full.
You must have paid a fee t o this doctor? Did you pay?
Yes.
What?
Just fen rupees.
Ten rupees! If you had told me, that would have saved you ten
rupees.
That's true, very true.
You should not have gone there. You should have told me. You are
here-you are not uncared for.
Master, for the last few years I've had a strong desire to see God but
because I was not always happy and life was grief and now earth life is
becoming very enjoyable and I've lost quite a bit of my desire f o see
God.
Because you are indulging in outer things, that's all.
But maybe if I got sick again?
Look here, outer things are for your help-not for enjoyment. Make
the best use of them, that's all. You have begun t o enjoy them, and
naturally the tendency is changed. If you have got more desires for the
worldly things naturally the other side will slacken. S o the best motto
should be, "God first and world next."
I don'f desire anything outwardly. I don'f want anyfhing in fhe
world.
Your own statement is contradictory. You say now your desire for
G o d is lessened, is it not? Have I followed properly? Before i t was very
strong. The reason is apparent-your tendency has changed more
toward the worldly things. If all desires are stopped, then that is good.
But that will come only when you come in contact with the God-into-
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expression Power, not before. Upanishads say, "What is that by
knowing which all other desires are finished?" That is by coming in
contact with the Way you have been given.
Perfection walks slowly. Time factor is necessary. G o on, regularly;
after some time you'll find that you are on the way up. Sometimes you
advance a little, then recede, then again you get some advancement. S o
diary is meant for that purpose. Keep your diary very strictly, like a
hard task master. Don't spare yourself. As you criticize others, so you
must criticize your own self. By leading such a life, in two or three
months you'll change, sure and certain. We spare our self. We see we
have something wrong, but think, "Don't tell it. W h o knows it?" But
the God in you knows it. You cannot deceive Him. S o that is why I
always say, Be true to your own self. God is within you and the Master
Power is there. You cannot deceive Him. Be sincere to your own self. I
don't say, "Be sincere to me." That God Power is within you already.
You cannot deceive Him.
Why d o you loiter away-waste-fritter
away time in useless pursuits. You're here only for that Purpose. I have told you, 1 think, more
than a dozen times this very thing. Make the best use of your time here.
Stop all thinking of past and future. Forget. Be here wholly, solely; live
in the living present. Live in the present moment. If you continue; that
will continue for eternity.
The child does not learn running all at once. He wants some support
in the beginning. He then wants to stand: after attempts, falls. Then
the mother helps him. After some time he begins to run. S o go on with
it regularly. T o meet God is not difficult. T o make man is difficult.
You must make a man out of your own self. God is after finding such
men. He's going around, "Is there any man?"
Kabir says, "I'm so much purified from within that God is running
after me, "Oh, Kabir, O h Kabir where are you? Come up." S o God is
very near and Master is running very close behind you all calling,
"Wait, wait, wait," if you purify yourself. Blessed are the pure in
heart for they shall see God. Purity lies in what? You know? Purity of
mind lies in the fact that no other thought than God should remain,
come up. God is in every heart everywhere, we are swimming like fish
in the Waters of Life. You may have many things in your brain. You
may fill up your whole brain with all the libraries, and the scriptures of
the world, but that won't help you. Only that much will help you which
you have formed as the very part of your life.
The food you digest, gives you strength, buoyancy, freshness. That
which is not digested, sleepiness. You see? Your mind wanders away.
One man came to Shiv Lal, a devotee of Rai Saligram and said, "Well,
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look here, I get sleepy." "So take care of your stomach," he replied.
Another man came, "My mind wanders away." He said, "Take care
of your stomach." Sheik Saadi tells us if you want proper meditation
progress then keep half the stomach filled with food, one fourth with
water, and let the other fourth remain vacant.
Whatever dreams come up from indigestion will rake up and affect
your brain and cause laziness. And the very prescription I have told
you-leave the table when you're still a little hungry; don't eat until
you're full. And Swami Shiv Dayal Singh says, "Those who want to
prosper wonderfully on the way should have one meal a day." The
highest thing for those who are solely for that purpose-one meal a
day. The more the stomach is empty, the better. As I told you the other
day, first is a meatarian, then a vegetarian, then an airarian. They go
up like. that. 1 quoted an instance yesterday. There was once with our
Master a lady about thirty years old; she would not take any water or
food and she was working all day long. The real Bread of Life is within
vou. But you come up to that in due course, not all at once. So all these
troubles can be avoided if you leave your table having eaten a morsel
less. If there is something tasty, you take too much, and the result is?

Yesterday I wanted one chapatti and when You came You said,
"take half for me. "
All right.
But I think it's an example-live your own way like you live in the
West, but leave a little bit for me.
Yes.
So the food didn't mean anything.
That's your understanding, right understanding. That's all right.
I understand so many things which I already practiced before and
everybody says I'm wrong and they don't feel so good but now you're
approving these things . . .
Thank God. Thank God. That's all I can say. Any others also? You
please?
You want to know about my meditations?
What else am I here for? Are you better today, after you enjoyed
Christmas yesterday? That's all right. And you? Can I ask you? I think
you must not have taken any Food. That's Bread of Life, be regular.
Let no day pass without giving Bread to your soul. That is within you
already. That is why Christ said, "Man cannot live on bread alone."
Outer bread is only to sustain your body, a good horse to ride on.
That's all. If the horse is strong he will even carry a broken carriage. Is
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it not? S o on spiritual health depends the life of mind and body both.
We give food to the body, to the intellect, but we care little for the soul.
So you are here only for the Bread of Life and Water of Life. And it is
not lying outside; it is within you already. It is a matter of inversion.
You have to pay nothing for that. Have you had to pay anything for
that? No outer fees are required. It is a gift of nature, like other gifts of
nature, you see.

It seems the people that have the Truth burn with passion to share it
with others.
Why is this so? God has sent them for that very purpose-to
distribute to His children. Remember when I went t o America for the
first time in 1955? There, as everywhere, talks were given all free.
Hitherto, these places had donation boxes and sold tickets. I told them
that we didn't want these things. O n the first day when I gave a talk one
man stood up. "Where is the secretary?" "Why d o you want him?" "I
want t o donate $5,000." "What for?" "You've given a wonderful
talk." I replied, "It is a gift of nature and like all the gifts are it will be
given free." You have not to pay for air, sun, d o you? So when I left
people offered some bags of money. I told them to just spend it in this
Mission here. They were in tears, telling me, "It would have been much
better if you had taken away dollars, you're taking away our hearts."
S o this is your gift-free within you. Who is retarding you from that?
"God does not change the life of a man who does not like t 6 be
changed," the Koran says. If you have a little inkling that way, H e will
help . . . If a child wants to stand, the mother comes u p to help him. If
he is lying, sleeping, no help is given. She has many other children to
look after first. So we're all children of God. The Master is there to
help you-the God in him.
The gifts of God are life and free will.
Yes. This is what I am telling you.
I think man's position should be, since he has got free will, to will
such a life of praise to God-acceptable to God.
That comes when a man is fed up, when he comes to that ultimate
urge within him. Naturally that would be a most fortunate day in the
man's life when this urge comes up within him. Then naturally the help
will come. Where fire burns oxygen comes to help. So it is a matter of
your decision-decide one way or the other. When I left my school,
educational career, I had to decide. What? There were two things
before me-God and the world. It took me about seven or eight days,
all alone at night, in a very lonely place, reflecting on what should be
the aim of my life. I am speaking to you about a question that came u p
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in 1912. 1 decided: God first a n d world next. G o d first and the world
next.
S o if you have got some definite aim before you, even if you take one
step towards that, you will be nearer the goal. But sometimes you are
for G o d , sometimes for the world. Plus-minus nullifies everything.
S o decide finally what is your aim in life.

Decision is important.
Surely. We have not decided yet. We are trembling here in the way.
Sometimes here, sometimes there. And mind comes in like a very good
gentleman. "Look here, this is your duty, why don't you d o it?" Help
your children, that's all right. I also will help your children. G o d has
united you. Why have not others been united to you? It is the flowing
pen of G o d that has united you, as brothers, sisters, wives, husbands.
Attend to them properly. Pay off give and take. And? You have got
the human life t o know God. That's our ultimate goal. Don't sow more
seeds. Wind u p all your affairs. And Master helps you in that winding
up, give and take, that's all. You simply live u p t o what H e says.

It seems so easy, simplicity leads you to eternity and complexity will
lead you to perplexity, because you have too many things to distract
you.
Simple food, simple living, simple life are helping factors. Once
there was a chief minister of Akbar the Great, a great emperor in India.
One day, as was the usual course, ministers keep standing u p while the
king comes in and sits down on his throne. But in that overcoat which
he was holding over his arm there was a scorpion. Now out of respect,
he could not move and the scorpion bit him here, there, then again. H e
could not move because that would have been disrespectful. When the
king sat down, he said, "Well, look here, out of devotion to the king I
have not even cared that the scorpion bit me so many times." Then he
threw off his overcoat a n d ran away. "Thank God, God I will be your
devotee." Akbar the Great said, "This is my chief minister, I rely on
him for everything. Why has he run away?" S o he sent a minister t o request him to return. The minister pleaded, but he wouldn't return.
"Oh no, I was once his servant. I was doing everything he wanted. And
now I have become the servant of God." Then the king himself came
a n d told him, "Well dear Welli Ram, you are my chief minister. You
are the big wheel of my empire." "Dear King, I was fully devoted t o
you for the time I was there; now I've changed my devotion t o God."
"How will you eat?" "I've got hands t o eat. I don't need any plates."
Yesterday morning-perhaps
you were there-some
people were
eating vegetables on leaves, there were n o plates. "Well what will you
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have for your pillow?" the king asked. "My hands." The king then
asked, "Tell me what you want?" "Well I want you to be away from
me."
So simple life is the ultimate. We take hours to make ourselves
ready. We take hours to adorn ourselves. Give rest to the body, save it
from cold or heat outside. That's good. Give it food. Give rest to the
body, so that it may work properly, but not all twenty four hours. If
you take too much work from a horse, you see, it will not help you.
If you work too hard, that's not good?
Not too hard, but as much as the body bears. Sometimes you have to
sacrifice for the good of others, that's another thing. That's the law of
sacrifice. Love knows service and sacrifice. Give rest to the body, save
it from heat and cold outside so that it may be strong enough to carry
on your work, that's all. But all the time you spend in getting ready,
well, you're wasting time. Keep the body clean, that's all right. It's a
temple of God. Keep it clean outside and also inside. See things in their
right perspective. Simple life and high thinking will work in no time.
Simple life and high thinking. That's all. These are only subsidiary
questions. The main thing is to come in contact with God who is within
you already. You have not to go anywhere. Outer temples are made
after the model of manbody. Why leave the original temple and go to
the temples made by the hand of man? God resides in the temple which
He has made, in the womb of the mother. Is there any machinery lying
inside there? That's God's work.
So you see, take a little less, one morsel less. Keep that thing which is
more delicious to be eaten at another time, not necessarily at the same
time. Because if you go amiss, you have to pay for it in some other way.
Food that is digested will give you strength.

First See, Then Say
January 7, 1971, Rajpur
So Masters did See. The Masters did See and then said something. We
cannot really appreciate what they say, really appreciate, I would say.
That is why I say unless you see for your own self, don't believe even the
sayings of the Master. That is a very open truth. All outer ceremonies are
secondary. They are symbols to say there is something: All say so, you
see.
Kabir says, "I'm going away to be married with GodOh people, I'm going away to be married with God." Marriage of the
soul with the Oversoul. Can we say that? So first see and then say. The
vast difference between a Saint and others is that others may give long
connotations of philosophy, but really they have never seen Him. So
bookish knowledge is all wilderness, no way out. Even the sayings of the
Masters are not understood in their right perspective . . . unless you see.
All say God is light; aN say God is Light. Nobody says God is darkness,
nobody says it. Those who have not Seen, also say God is Light. It is just
saying without seeing. So foremost thing is to see first and then say. And
don't deceive your own self. We deceive our Self, God first, then others.
It is Masters only who said, "See, then say. There is God." Others only
say by drawing inferences, by feelings. And they're all subject to error.
Masters say: "We've seen." Where? In this manbody, where there's the
whole universe. Why can't we see? This is a natural question which
arises. You say, "You've seen Him in the temple of the manbody. Well,
how? Why can't we see when He's here? If there's Light here; I'm here,
why can't I see the Light?" The mind is between us. We are in control of
mind. Mind is in control of outgoing faculties, and outgoing faculties are
driven by outer enjoyments. Unless we withdraw from outside, from the
entanglements of the outgoing faculties, mind and intellect, we cannot
see. They say, "What is the proof?" Sit and see, that's all. They may
have something to start with according to each man's background. But
there is something. So the criterion of a Saint, of a Master, is only one
who can give you some demonstration, may be little or more.
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All the Masters, most all scriptures say so. You may have all these
scriptures learned by rote; may have filled your brain with all of them.
What's the good of that? Can you taste anything from the spoon which
is going through the pudding without taking any? No. This is a very simple natural way of telling you. They say they've Seen. They require no
philosophy to prove their theories. They say, "All right, there is God, go
and see. Son knows the Father and others whom the Son reveals." You
may learn the biographies of Saints. They give you something special in
each man's life. If people begin to read the biographies of Saints they'll
gather more than all the scriptures. Each Saint has his own beauty, his
greatness. There was some principle working in Their lives.
So, the main thing is, you have got the manbody. What is the highest
thing that you can d o in the manbody? It is to know God, to see God.
Guru Nanak was asked, "With what eyes d o you see God?" H e said, "It
is not the eyes of the flesh and bones, but the inner eye that sees, 0
Nanak." The Bible says, "If thine eye be single thy whole body shall be
full of light." It is not one of the outer eyes to which he refers. "It is better to enter in the world with one eye rather than two, because if you
always work through two eyes, you'll go to Hell.'' This is the digest of all
teachings, you see. Have you seen? That's all right. Grow more. See, see,
see and so much see that you forget yourself-so that you may say, "It is
not I, it is not I, but Christ lives in me." And the means to it is only love.
Love develops receptivity. Your own self is now in that Overself so much
so that you forget yourself. This is why St. Paul said, "It is I, not now I,
but Christ lives in me." These are the very facts. This is what is called
Gurumukhta-Actions of a Guru. When you absorb through Love, you
forget your other self. You will arise into the true Self, egress, become
born. You become one.
Last night I was giving you some different views of Christianity. I've
got no new religion with me. Why? It would lead people astray, further
astray. They would be involved in more vagaries, what to say of ignorance. Believe what He says. Because what H e says, H e sees. Others
say what they have not seen but only as a matter of inference or feeling
and they're all subject to error. So seeing is above all. So God is all alone,
you see. He has got no father, no mother. He wants everyone to come to
Him all alone. He does not want you to bring your children, your outer
matters, or your physical body or your own intellect. H e does not want
all these things. Come alone, go to Him all alone. He's waiting for you.
Meditation means only that. What does meditation mean? T o be all
alone with Him, is it not? That is all. Very simple way. There is nothing
difficult. People have made it hard to understand from their own intellectual wrestlings. You want to go to Him all alone, then withdraw
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from outside. If you're involved in outer things, how can you g o to
Him? And even if you sit before Him at all, like a blind man, even then
you'll want from Him. "Give me this thing, give me that thing, give that
thing . . . things of this world o r the other world." One Saint has
prayed-in fact that's a very ideal prayer, "Oh God, I want a gift from
you." What is that gift? "I should not ask anything from You. You d o
what is best for me." Sometimes we d o pray and get [what we have
prayed for], later on we repent. Why did we ask for it, is it not so? S o the
best prayer is "Oh Master, O h God, give us what You think best for us,
we want to come back t o You, that's all."
How can the man who is involved in s o many outer things go? Christ
gave a parable like that. It is easier for what-Do you know?-For a
camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of God. How can the man who is involved in so many outward
things-I01 irons in the fire-withdraw from outside? That's the first
problem: How can you withdraw? You enjoy outside and unless you get
more blissful enjoyment inside you cannot withdraw from outside. A
child who is playing with playthings, won't leave them unless you give
him something sweet.
Some run and then recede. God helps those who d o not help
themselves. God also helps those who help themselves, but only those
who help themselves and forget in all that effort, lose themselves, only
then, not before. Which is the easier one? First or second?

Not to help yourself.
Don't help yourself. You'll see. You'll have progress. You'll hear.
Just withdraw, go back to your own self. That's all.
And it isn't a matter of belief, is it?
Belief?
Depending on how much our faith i s . . .
Look here, faith comes only as a result of the reaction of the past; o r if
you see something. How does faith come? Either as a reaction of the
past-man is in the make-or if he has received something substantial
before him. When the Pakistan-India war broke out, I remember very
spiritual religious people who were praying to God night and day, like
that. Thousands were killed. They said, "Where oh God, oh where are
you?" Because they did not see, their faith breaks away. Faith remains
only so long as you have everything to meet your own desires. If that is
not given, then . . . S o faith is the root cause of all religions, that's true,
but faith arises how? That's the point. Either as reactions of the past, or
if you have something substantial before you. S o blind faith does not
help you, only to a certain extent, not beyond. When everything goes
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according to your wish and pleasure, then, "Oh God is all right." But if
you are put to adversity and nobody helps you, 'Oh where is God?'
Preaching only goes to the heart from such people who talk from the
abundance of their heart, from what they are. The arrow that is driven to
the breast goes to the target. What comes from the level of the mouth of
the intellect, words with so many sermons and lectures and so many
books, can have little or no effect. And those are given only from the
level of, if I may use the word, belly. How can they help? They are not
after the real things. So first see and then say, that's the point. Usually I
write in my circulars, group leaders and others should speak of what
they're fully convinced. Otherwise say, "All right we've learnt this."
That's all. Sometimes we act as bosses, "Oh this is all right. My word is
the word of God." There are people like that; generally very few. They
don't carry further effect to the people as they are colored with the
worldly colors so much so that no other colors can come through.
So this topic is to see and then say. Follow the words of the Master or
the Saints. They come from time to time. They have been coming, they
may come in the future too. There's no hard and fast rule against it,
because we are all His children. The Father will look after His children,
in what way? To bring back the prodigal sons, you see.
So, leave all philosophies, I would say. The word philosophy means,
do you know what? Love of God. It comes from the word philosophia,
love of God, and the philosopher is one who loves God. Now we take it
in a different way. We don't go to the root of the words. Somebody
asked Socrates, "Do you love truth?" "Yes." "Do you love Plato?" He
said, "Yes, 1 love Plato." "Who do you love more?" "I love Truth
more than Plato." You love Plato because you've understood God, you
see. So we all should be philosophers. Nowadays the word philosophy
means, intellectual wrestling, drawing inferences, that's all. Do you now
follow what is the difference between the sayings of a Saint and others?
These things are not clear in books, I tell you honestly. Philosopher is
one who loves God; who loves God, sees Him. So I am giving you what
I've come to in my life. I wish you the same, you see. Every father wishes
his children to develop even more than himself. But there's no goal except to be with Him There. They are all One There. We're all microGods, sons of the same Father, brothers and sisters in God. That's the
open Truth. We've made it hard to understand. I'm a Christian, I'm a
Mohammedan, I'm a this, I'm a that. Well those are the badges you are
wearing on your body, are they not? You're a man. You're not even a
man, you bear the body of a man. You are something else; a conscious
entity. A drop of the ocean of all consciousness, environed by mind and
matter and outgoing faculties, identified with them so much so that you
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have forgotten yourself, that's all. That is why 1 say, "Know Thyself, 0
man." I respect all scriptures. Masters came from time t o time to teach
according to the need of the hour. Puritans came in the west. They were
Soldiers of the Truth, Khalsas. Khalsa means one who has got full Light
of God refulgent in him. Whoever has got G o d refulgent in Him is the
Son of God. Others are also Sons of God but they have not realised it,
not even seen it. The Masters never say "we speak," they say, "He
speaks." They become only a channel. They speak what comes, not
what they want to speak, according to the need of the time, occasion.
They speak books. They speak scriptures, scriptures came through
Them, is it not so? They are men like you. They have the same manbody,
born in the same way. S o 1 wish you all to have the same perspective.
You'll change like anything. S o that comes through by loving God with
all thy, heart, with all thy soul, with all thy strength. And further?

Love thy neighbor as thyself.
Why? If you say you love God and you hate your brothers, then, you
are a liar. Is it not so? This is what all scriptures say.
There is only a diversion of your attention from this side to that side,
that's all. One Bulleh Shah, a Saint, came to his Guru who was just a
gardener, placing saplings here and there. H e asked him how t o get God,
how to see God. "Oh, dear fellow, it's very easy. Like taking out a sapling from one place and putting it in another place." You are attention-Divert your attention from here t o there. A very simple way of explaining. Withdraw your attention from outside, place it inside; then
you'll see. They want you to see within. Then, "Let me see you, not the
others." That's all. Where t o see? Within your own self. H e is your Controlling Power within you. You and H e both reside in this very manbody. You want to see Him? Then put your whole attention in there.
That's all. The same thing is explained in s o many ways. S o the only difficulty arises; we don't want t o see God. Be sure. Don't deceive yourself.
If you d o want t o see Him, surely you will see Him. He's waiting for you.
But you're entangled here, there. You don't have to leave the world, but
pay off your debts and go back home, please.
Two things were before m e after leaving my educational career: One,
ambition of life. I was very fond of reading scriptures like that. In my
school career, I read two libraries. I had two things before me: God o r
world. Nobody was to advise me. I went to the wilderness all alone at
night from six, seven till twelve, one, two at night. Ultimately, I came t o
the conclusion: God first and world next. You see. The result was, every
step taken was a step to that goal. "God first, Wait."
Is God first o r is world first? We take world first and God to help us in
the world, that's all. Everybody must decide what he wants to do. We
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are adrift. Sometimes we want God, sometimes the World. So decide
first what you want to do. Sometimes I tell people, "Decide what you
want to do from this day on." You must have something before you;
and work. Work for it, maybe only a step is taken but it will take you
closer to the goal. Sometimes you are running like a hare, then sleeping,
then again turning your head some other way. It's better to go regularly
like a tortoise, step by step, step by step, every day, not turning but going
ahead. So you are on the way. God is waiting for you, each one of you.
He is also waiting for me. I want to go back. I tell you how far I'm imprisoned here.

Rise Above Consciousness
Of This World
January 15, 1971, Morning Darshan, Rajpur
Perhaps you have read in J a p Ji that there are planes and planes; there
are skies and skies when you rise above. References have been made
there but people don't know how to interpret them, that's the pity. Once
when Guru Nanak went to Persia he said, "There are planes, there are
skies and skies; there's n o end to them." And somebody reported t o a
Mohammedan Saint that we have in our Koran only seven skies, but here
is a Saint saying there are skies and skies and limitless skies. When he
came u p to Guru Nanak, Guru Nanak told him, "If your vision is open
u p to seven, that's all right, but there are still further regions, there's n o
end t o them." References are given in the books. People read J a p Ji
daily, but they don't know what it means. Books can only give references
to what They, the authors, have seen. Guru Nanak saw that there are
planes and planes and skies and skies, there's n o limit to that, they cannot be counted. God is limitless. How can you count His creation which
is also limitless? The beauty of that stanza is not understood.
People read without understanding, but truly speaking, this superficial knowledge is ignorance, I tell you. We have t o use this language;
we have t o talk from the level of the people in the language known by
them, but words are inadequate. Now, as was stated in J a p Ji, there are
planes and planes; there are skies above skies, they have n o limit to them.
How can you count them? And God who created them is also limitless.
That's all you can say, I think until you see them or have some access to
them, only then you'll see their beauty.
Maulana Rumi, a Mohammedan Saint, says, "I have taken the very
gist, the very life, out of the Koran and a m giving you that. I've left the
flesh and bones for the dogs to fight over." The words he has used are
very strong. These are his exact words. "I've taken the very brain out of
the Koran and left the flesh and bones for the dogs to fight over." Most
will only speak by the letter of the law, "This word can only be pro-
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nounced in that way, and this in that way." They're fighting over these
minor points and they don't get to the kernel of these things. So
Maulana Rumi says, "I have taken out of the Koran the life of all scripture," he was a Mohammedan, really a very high Saint, I tell you.
We have to describe to other people through language, but language
can only give a reference to It. When going on a plane you can see different layers of clouds below the plane. You see them, first one, then the
other, like veils. Now how can one who has not been in the airplane
understand this description, even if you write it in books? The digest of
the whole thing is: know yourself, not at the level of feelings or drawing
inferences, but by self-analysis. When you rise above, your angle of vision is changed. You need no literary knowledge for that. You see it. For
explanatory purposes a learned man will give you so many instances
from outside to bring home that very point. An unlearned man will only
use the vocabulary at his command. As I have told you, Bulleh Shah
went to his Guru, Inayat Shah by name, who was a gardener. He was
just transplanting saplings from here to there. Bulleh Shah asked, "How
can God be reached?'' Inayat Shah said, "Oh, that is very easy work; it
is just like removing one sapling from one place and putting it in another
place." Ynu withdraw your attention from outside. It's a question of all
attention, [hat's all. If I look at you, let me wholly look at you and
nobody else. God does not like you to think of anybody except Him. If
you have got a special friend, naturally he would not like you to think of
anybody else but him. God is all alone. He wants everybody to come to
Him all alone, not even bringing intellect, outgoing faculties, children,
money, or wealth. He is all alone.
What is all this creation? It is just like a written document when rolled
up. When again he opens it all this creation is begun. But you do not
understand these things in their right perspective unless you see. Feelings, emotions and drawing inferences are all subject to error; Seeing is
above all. Naturally every man wants to go to his origin. As I told you
the other day, if you light a candle, the flame will go up. Even if you upturn it the flame will go up. The origin is the sun above. Soul is of the
same essence as that of God. It will, when unbound, cut off from all
environments, go up. To have longing feelings like that is all right, but
unless you reunite . . . That very separation will give you the fever of aspiration. So everyone has the natural tendency to go to his origin, that's
all. We're simply bound by outside things, outside faculties whether
physical or astral or causal. That is why it is very necessary that we
should have no attachments. When we are attached we cannot leave. It's
just like some flowers painted in a portrait on the wall. The flowers cannot leave the wall. We think so much of and are so imbued with the
worldly things that we cannot withdraw from them.
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S o the Master gives you some demonstration of how to rise above
body consciousness on the very first day. If you completely withdraw all
your attention from the body-that's true renunciation. I d o not tell you
to leave hearth and home and go to the wilderness. Leave the body.
That's the difficult thing. T o leave all the rest is very easy. T o leave all attachments o f the world is very easy but to control the mind and rise
above body consciousness is difficult. Unless you control the mind, how
can you rise above? You are bound hand and foot, you see. In the old
days, they had hydrogen gas balloons which were tied to the earth by
strings. When the strings were cut off, the balloon flew up into the air. It
is something like that.
We are not of the physical world. We are of the other world, other
worlds, 1 would say. We are stuck fast here, enchained hand and foot.
We cannot leave the world and its environments. And Master says t o the
learned, with all your learning, how can you leave? S o Master gives you
first hand a little demonstration of how to come up on the very first day.
The ABC starts from there: There are yet planes and planes and planes.
It's said of Peter the Great, Czar of Russia, that once he went to
Holland to learn how ships are built. 1 saw the ship he worked on still lying in the museum on my last tour. [1963-641 S o he dressed in the
laborers' clothing-he was the Czar of Russia-working
like other
laborers. There were some who had been driven out of Russia. H e met
them and asked them, "Dear friends, why are you here? Why don't you
go back t o your homeland?" "Well, we've been driven out by order of
the Czar; we cannot go back." "All right, that Czar of Russia is known
t o me. I will recommend that he let you go back." Some people did
believe. "He appears very strong; he might be known to the Czar," said
those who really heard him. S o he went back to Russia, they followed
him. When he entered Russia, the people bowed down in respect for
him. Those who had followed him said, "The man appears to be very influential, everybody respects him." When he reached Moscow, the
capital, he went and sat on the throne. Then they said, "Didn't I tell you
he was something?" Following a Master is something like that, you see.
God is waiting for you now-that friend is lying waiting for you-go
back as soon as you can. Pay off all your debts here, your give and take.
S o astral planes are more beautiful than the physical, the causal are
still more and those further, still more. When you have had a little taste
of that, you would not like to stay here for a moment. But just look
at the sacrifice of the Masters. The Tenth Guru said, "I did not want to
leave, but I was ordered t o come." So they have come only to take you
back. The God in them, not the son of man, no, no. All that remains is to
live, act up to what they say. Even if you hold millions of dollars, will
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this go along with you? But the means by which you have earned that
money will go with you. If you suck the blood of somebody, usurp the
rights of somebody, you will have to pay off. So that is why I tell you
when you sit for meditation, pretend you are dying. That will help you.
But this thought of death cannot come to you, I tell you, if you are so
much imbued with the worldly color that the other color cannot come
through.
So solitude is necessary for developing that. In my early life, you see,
if anybody wanted to find me after my office duties, he would either go
to the cremation place or to the riverside. At the cremation place, I
would see bodies coming and going and wonder, "Oh, what is this all
about?"
You are very fortunate to have your breakfast served already; you've
not to cook it up. And even then we say we have no time to meditate-we
have important works to do.
And you say, "All right, tomorrow we will see." You only lie to Him.
Procrastination is the thief of time. "All right, I'll do it tomorrow, the
day after." "Let me finish this work, then I'll devote time." Suppose
you die today, where will you stand? Well, the soul does not die but that
has to leave the body. If there's a criminal case against you, and the warrants come without any surety, you may stick to your home; you don't
want to leave; but they'll drag you anyway. But if you are already leaving
the body, then where's the sting of death? "All right, come on, I'll go."
After all, everybody has to go. If perhaps you have made some arrangement to live here forever, then very kindly tell me too. Have you got any
special arrangements for that? Then? Everybody has to go. You must
learn how to go, so that you may go in all peace, joy and smiling.
Our Master used to say, "If you would like to see how the Master
works, go to some initiate at the time of death. Ask him, he will tell
you." My wife passed away on the 3rd April. On 31st March she was
having the Master within her. She said, "I am going on the 2nd." I told
her, "Don't go on the 2nd; there will be thousands of people here [for
the Bhandara-Sawan Singh's Death Anniversary]. This will cause a
great disturbance." "All right, then the day after on the 3rd or 4th I will
go." On the 3rd I asked her, "Are you ready now?" She said, "Yes."
"All right, go." She smiled and left.
So everybody has to go. We should at least go jolly. How far have you
progressed while in the physical body? You will go directly to the place to
where you have progressed while in the physical body. You can progress
more here in the man body. If you have divested yourself of all the
vestures of the different planes you'll go directly Home. What takes
months to do here, there takes years to do. How important it is. Again I
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might tell you this is not given in books. You have to learn t o leave the
body, is it not so? Is there any doubt about it? Perhaps you have arranged something here? I don't think you can. So that's the foremost
thing that you must learn-to leave the body. When you leave the body
all environments are cut off.
Master, does that mean when you die, i f you have once in your life
reached a higherplane and you never reach there again, do you go to that
plane?
Well, dear friend, you're wrestling, intellectually wrestling. Once
somebody has taken pity o n you, has taken you to some place to show
you the highest plane, then you must learn t o leave-go by yourself. A
child wants t o walk, but he cannot. So the Father takes him in his lap and
takes him there himself. Then next day he says, "All right, walk now!"
D o you see?
So the foremost work, truly speaking, our private work, is to leave the
body. Then start on the way. All other works are secondary. Pay off
debts, and stop sowing new seeds. We will always put off: "All right this
I can d o later, let me finish this work." Then "Let me finish that work
first and then d o others." God first and world next. This we have not
decided as yet. We have t o leave the world; we have t o pay off give and
take. Don't sow any further seeds, that's all. Finish off.
So you have got so much food to digest in here, you see. A spiritual
man is one who lives in the spirit. A spiritual man is one who lives in the
spirit. Very simple definition.

Nature of Thought
Right Understanding
January 15, 1971

Is 'doing nothing'-letting God be the Doer-a sign of humility?
Look here-there are books in rivulets and sermons in stones. You can
gather lessons from everything. If a man does nothing whatsoever he recedes into his own self. God didn't d o anything; H e was one and wished
to be many. H e wished-and there were many. If H e had not wished
there to be many, it would have been sufficient-there would still be the
wordless state. So to be in a wordless state is very supreme. Some waves
are lurking in our subconscious reservoir of mind. Let there be no waves.
So long as these ripples go on, you cannot catch the sound or light. All
ripples should be settled. Where the sea is very deep there are no outside
ripples. It appears all calm and quiet in the sea that runs very deep. If the
sea is not deep, there are rolls and waves and ripples going on.
One who says, "I am doing nothing." becomes a conscious co-worker
of the divine plan. Then he says, "He is the Doer. I'm a mere puppet in
the Hands of God." Everything has some lesson t o give. So go deep
down into what one says. I wish you to d o nothing, that's all. The more
you become still, the very stillness-the very silence-will sprout forth
into Light-into Sound Principle. Outer silence cannot give you that.
You may have some power reserved from not talking, but that is nothing
in comparison with the inner silence. By practice, when you absorb your
whole attention into the Light or Sound, that absorption where no
thought arises will give you something. That is why the Upanishads say,
"What is that, by knowing which, nothing more remains to be known?"
No clutching, no whys or wherefores-No whys or wherefores. The
whole attention is absorbed into the higher attention. Then, even if you
are working at the level of the outgoing faculties, still you are absorbed.
That is to be developed in due course. Just mark what I a m aiming
at-driving at. Every thought, every act, every statement has a big lecture behind it, you see. Is it not? Saints have recourse to the natural way.
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If you absorb your whole attention into Sound, everything is there. By
outward observances you will be still for awhile, but so long as the mind
works, you cannot be continuously still for long. If mind does not succeed in a negative way, it will work in a positive way. It will say,
"So, you are doing rather well? Good! You will get something out of
it." You will act and pose. You may not be giving a direct talk, but in a
round-about way you would like to impress on others that "I a m doing
something," you see? Then the little ego is there. True humility arises
only when you become a conscious co-worker of the Divine Plan. You
know He is doing. You see. When you see, how can you possibly say you
are doing. All your words will be imbued with real humility.

Master, that's a point that puzzles me. If God is doing it all, and we
are doing nothing, then what about all the negative things that we do?
Lt is only when you're rowing with the stream that you have to make
n o effort, is it not so? When you stand-when you work against
the stream-then every effort has to be made. What is negative
power? After all, it is the same Power going into expression. What
is it?

Contrary to Nature.
Well, it is Nature's law that has been created. Otherwise, how could all
this world have come into being? Negative and positive are both made by
God. Is it not so? Is there any other God? Then? Either accept two
gods-or one God encompassing both negative and positive. Then
where is God? Independent.

Turn your mind-your

attention-to the direction of God?

That's all. What does darkness mean? [Absenceof light.] What does
negative mean? [Absence of good.] That's all right. Very simple way.
These things bring home the very purpose behind negative and positive
power. After all, Negative Power is God as well as positive; both were
created by God. He was in an absolute, wordless state when H e created
the world, then He added the two aspects. Just become a conscious coworker along with the working of the Divine Plan, then no Negative
Power can affect you. When you don't work with the flowing pen of
God, you might say, God-into-Expression-Power-only
then, the
Negative Power arises. So, as long as you are conscious of that Power
working, no negative power arises. Even death is eliminated if you sacrifice yourself in accordance with God-into-expression: Sacrifice has no
sting for him. It is a little deeper, of course, but we still have to come to
that sooner or later. These things are not given in books, that's the pity.
They cannot be given. How can they be? She has said something-all
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right, there's a lecture behind it, you see. So I wish you to d o nothing.
Let all others observe it.
Man really becomes a follower when he sees Master within and talks to
Him, that's all. Now you are all on probation. It is not a matter of outward show. Let the wild flower grow in darkness. People will look at
those flowers when they are blooming, you see? So when the tree is laden
with fruits, let any man come to eat. Even if people throw stones o n it,
even then it will give fruit. We are in the make.

The miracle of Master's power is so great-and the feeling of not
deserving it and yet being part of it-we're on the bus and can't get
off-but that you can't believe that you're really on it. It's so great that
it's overpowering.
Seeing is believing. All other beliefs [without seeing] are
groundless-having no base. Seeing is believing. When you see, only
then can you believe and not otherwise. Hollow faiths-hollow beliefs
lead you nowhere. They will break under stress. I remember this
Pakistan affair when the two countries were divided. The very religious
people were calling names out to God. "Oh God, where you? Who says
You exist?" Because they had not seen. When you see, then your whole
angle of vision is changed. You see, even if you are being killed, you see
Him working. So seeing is believing.

But to show one's gratitude, how can one do it more and more?
Not in one day. The time factor is a necessity. Rome was not built in a
day. No trees can grow in a moment or in a day. Seeds should be sown.
The sprout should then be cared for and nourished by natural
forces-air, water, and earth-then it will grow into purpose-sprout
forth into a sapling. Then if you still go on giving it food, it will grow into a treasure and that one seed will give you hundreds of trees.

I was always under the impression that everything was choice-right
choice-that God gives us our choice.
Surely. Right understanding. What is right understanding?

When is the difference between free-will and God-desires?
That you know only when you rise to the causal plane and not before.
For now, the Word of the Master is the Law. He sees and says. If
you want to know for your own self, what all of this going on is about,
why action and reaction, then come up, cross the astral plane and you'll
come to know. Not before. That is why it is said, "Oh God, let us have
the company of somebody who can drive away all our false notions; who
can give us right understanding." What is right understanding? I think it
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will appeal t o every common sense man. There is some power who made
all this universe. Is it not so?
Say it again, Master.
There is some power who has created all of this. H e has made so many
species of life and man is the highest, you see. S o God made man with
equal privileges. Everybody lives in the womb for nine months-even the
saints who come. When born, they have the same form outside. W h o
made that form in the womb of the mother? Is there any machinery in
there? S o God resides in temples which H e has made. God does not
reside in temples made of stone. Very common sense things. You come
to know that your body is the temple of God, with equal privileges for
all. Your present life is based on reactions of the past. Pauperism, richness, sickness, this and that thing-come as a reaction of what we have
sown. "As you sow, so shall you reap." Now, in the man-body you have
got some freedom. In all lower species, all are bound-no freedom.
When a railway line is laid down, the train will run on that line. If you
have right understanding, you'll be laying it s o that it leads back to your
home. If not, you'll come back.
At least you see now there is a principle. There's abundance in nature,
mind that. There's abundance in nature. If you sow one seed of pepper
that will give you a plant which will grow hundreds of peppers. If you
sow one mango seed, that will give you a tree which will bear hundreds of
mangoes. One good thought will give you a n abundance of good
thoughts; all atmospheric right effects will come to you. One evil
thought will bring you hundreds in train, d o you follow? Be guided by
that. Only sow as much as you would like to bear. Think twice before
you speak. D o you know what speaking follows? Right thoughts. Right
thoughts follow right understanding. Right understanding comes from
whom? From Those who have got the right understanding-who see
nature working in its true perspective-and suchlike people were very
few in the past and even now-but the world is not without Them. All
this literature came from where? From Them.
If you put into writing all these thoughts I'm telling you, they will
grow into books. But you won't have this right impact from all the
books you may be reading. This impact comes from heart t o heart. So
the company of the saints cannot be underrated, you see. Maulana Rumi
\ays, "If you have some time with the Master, heart to heart, that gives
you more than hundreds of years of penancesw-more than that! Then
you speak of Him and you will try to copy Him. Now you have it. If you
think of fire, "it is warm, this and that," that is all good, but in the
physical presence, you feel fire by radiation. If you go to some perfume
dealer, he may not give you anything, but by radiation, you will smell
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good things. Should he give you one vial also, then that's all right. So,
company makes a man worse or good. That you can also enjoy only by
developing receptivity from thousands of miles. If you develop receptivity, you can see, you can hear, just like on television or radios in Delhi.
So, between the Master and the disciple there should be receptivity.
Master may be anywhere, the student may be anywhere, but they are
linked within. You may put the same question to the Master and the
same question to the disciple; they will both utter the same words. But
this is no miracle, I tell you. This is developed by regularity. So before
the television or radio came into being, who could believe it possible?
Could anyone believe? Now you say, "Yes, these discoveries through
science are according to the laws of nature." And there are still more
hidden laws of nature about which you know little or nothing so far.
So then if according to the laws of nature, we eat something like
cookies that might contain eggs, it will have its influence, whether one
knows it or not?
If you are in meditation regularly, even one-you will be affected by
the littlest thing. When I was an accounts officer with some regiment in
the firing line, I was given an orderly to help me, to cook for me and look
after me. I told him, "Look here, I cannot be responsible for your life
but one thing you must guard strictly. Let nobody enter the kitchen when
you cook the food. And you will only go on with the repetition of the
Name of God or read some scriptures-nothing more. H e obeyed. For
two or three days it was all right. My system was at midnight, while people were sleeping, I was awake, meditating. One night, I found
something in my mind-some ramification. I called him about one in the
morning. "Look here, who was in the kitchen?" "Nobody." "Why d o
you tell a lie?" Then he agreed. "Yes, there was a man; we were talking." So if there is much filth within you, a little more filth won't affect
you. But if you've got no filth, even a little grain, half, one-fourth of a
grain will affect you. Just see it.
So money should be earned by hard dint of labor-honest earning.
And the food earned that way should pass through the hands of those
who are pious and righteous. Every thought of the man bringing food,
will have effect. The quality of the food should also be pacifying. Then
the one who cooks it, his effect is also there. In the old days in India, they
did not allow anybody to enter the kitchen before taking a bath, and
when they were cooking they were only doing remembrance of God. The
result was that whoever ate the food was changed. So we don't care. If
we would care for the farthings, pounds would be saved, would it not?
We don't care for what we consider trifling things, but they d o affect us.
Even your honest earnings are affected by the many stages through
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which it has to pass. And all things arise where? Well, I'm talking from a
common sense point of view, you see.
If man has a good thought and food passes through him, that food
will carry good effect. When you eat that, it will add to your good. If it
passes through some lusty man, those same thoughts will come up. Also
evil thoughts-thinking evil of others-will have its effect. You now
know how we should be cautious about our kitchens. And this kitchen
here is further spoiled or helped by evil thoughts. Even the mother's
thought affect the child in the womb. Very delicate points. And all things
follow-all virtues follow-you become the abode of all virtues if you
are hearing the Sound Principle, the Music of the Spheres-all along.
That costs you nothing.

Master, then when we travel and eat in other kitchens, restaurants,
and things, if we do our Simran, is that enough?
Well look here, haven't you strong will force? Infuse your thoughts
into it. Once we were in the hills with our Master. There was nothing else
to eat except meat and bread in that town. We asked Master, "Well,
what shall we do? There is no shop that can sell us vegetarian food."
"Never mind," He said, "Buy the loaves of bread from one place and
buy milk or curd from somewhere else." It is we who have to guard it.
Food that goes in defiles you, and what goes out of you also affects you.
So if you will understand the principle of thought, right thoughts will
come from right understanding. Right understanding is very clear.
We're all equals as men, as souls. We are brothers and sisters in God.
The same power is controlling us, called by any name. Man-body is the
temple. Have It-become a conscious co-worker of That Power. For
those who have become the conscious co-workers, there's no high or
low; there are no Hindus, Mohammedans, or Christians, you see. We're
all companions, that's all.
Long yarns or lectures won't help you, I tell you. You have to come to
right understanding. No lecture will help you unless you lecture to your
own self. We know so many things-so that is why it is said, "Wanted:
Reformers, not of others, but of themselves." If you reform your life,
then . . .

